
  

Rochelle Farris   

SKSD School Board, As a staff member at McNary High School and parent of two 
students I would like to advocate for the SRO Program in the SKSD. While I understand 
the outrage of systemic racism, I don't believe that removing these officers would benefit 
students. Infact, one of the best reasons to keep SRO's in schools is to create positive 
experiences with law enforcement. However, the one thing that I do feel strongly about 
is that SRO's should reflect the diversity of the school/community they are serving. The 
other thing that I want to point out is the safety concern. Our kids have grown up doing 
lockdown drills, they see the reality of school shootings nationwide. They have been told 
that they are safe (because of drills AND security). Kids build relationships with SRO's, 
often situations don't get big because of the information students share with SRO's. 
What happens (God forbid) if there is a school shooting in our district?  If SKSD 
removes SRO's and something this awful happens can you confidently say that is a risk 
that you were OK with when you choose to remove the first responder that we have on 
campus? A tough question you must answer. Thank you for listening to the community. 
I hope you choose to keep SRO's. 

  

Karly Rose Foster   
As a an educator serving Native American students under the Indian Education 
program, I would like to convey the concerns I have personally and the concerns of the 
families of students I serve, with allocating 1 million annually to School Resource 
Officers. When Native American families around our school district were asked to give 
their opinion on how to spend the SIA money through surveys and community meetings, 
not a single person wanted more resources for policing and surveying their students. 
Their wants and needs from the school district included more mental health supports for 
students including more counselors, social workers and therapy referrals, more positive 
after-school supports and activities outside of sports, more cultural activities and place-
making opportunities, more college and career readiness support, tutoring and 
scholarships. I encourage the school district to divest from the current SRO contract 
with the Salem Police Department. Portland Public Schools, a larger school district has 
already done so. We know there is a direct link to SROs and the school-to-prison 
pipeline, the statistics do not lie. We need a complete restructure of our current security 
system and disciplinary structure. I have sat in expulsion hearings, I have witnessed our 
most marginalized populations cry for help and support and I need the structure to 
change from the top-down or my work is in vain and I am another box checked for 
"diversity and inclusion". Do better.    

 

Haley Bond  
Superintendent Perry, I've been inspired by your leadership in encouraging us to 
become anti-racist educators. Growing from your leadership, I'm asking us as a district 
to ask ourselves some really tough questions. When deciding on a budget, I urge you to 



take a critical look at our relationship with police in our schools. We have heard stories 
of student being traumatized, and have heard data and research discussing the school 
to prison pipeline. I have also heard stories of great SRO's forming amazing 
relationships with our students. I don't doubt that our SRO's can form relationships with 
our students. That being said, can't these same relationships be formed by counselors, 
social workers, teachers and behavior specialists trained in trauma informed practices? 
These people could form similar, if not stronger bonds, without the added trauma in our 
schools. As someone who has just completed a masters of education program in 
trauma and resilience, I cannot express the importance of listening to the trauma our 
students are experiencing and adjusting our budget to reflect that. If we do not divest 
our funds from our partnership with Salem PD into other resources, we need to create a 
solid plan that addresses the trauma our students are facing with police in our schools. I 
will leave you with the following quote from Brene Brown, "In order to empathize with 
someone's experience, you must be willing to believe them as they see it, and not how 
you imagine their experience to be."  

 

Jesus Arellano  
I support the removal of SRO's from our school district  

 

Emma Dorland  

The budget vote for 2020-2021 will determine if School Resource Officers are present 
on campuses policing youth in our schools. At the last meeting I provided testimony in 
solidarity with many organizations in our city, spearheaded by youth leaders at Latinos 
Unidos Siempre to end contracts between SPD and SKPS. I urged you to recognize the 
unconscionable reality of continuing to pay for the policing of students when 
CONCRETE DATA ABOUT OUR OWN SCHOOL DISTRICT SHOWS that this policing 
practice is not carried out fairly and DOES disproportionately impact our Black, brown 
and indigenous youth. This is NOT a controversial issue.  You are the people with the 
power to choose to accept the facts and act accordingly, or to deny the facts and act 
unconscionably.  The negative impacts of the contracts with SPD are being felt directly 
by our students, our kids, and they themselves have spoken up to you to say that this is 
unacceptable, dysfunctional and must stop now! I admire their courage & determination. 
Last week Chandragiri expressed concerns about legal liability if the board does not act 
in the interest of students. Heyen has known affiliations with white supremacist groups. 
Kyllo displayed blackface during a recent meeting. No one stopped it. All of this leads 
me to question the validity of this board. Kyllo must resign. Heyen must resign. 
Chandragiri must act in support of students. This board must respond with integrity and 
in solidarity with students. That is your job.  

 

 



Ray Quisenberry   

After the black face stunt, Paul Kyllo needs to resign.  And the rest of you need to 
apologize to the community and decide if you really want to continue in your current 
positions.  You are supposed to be setting examples for young people.  Shame on 
you.  Also, we to replace cops with councilors.  Having cops in the schools makes many 
of the students feel threatened, especially in these very difficult times.  Pleas show 
some sensitivity on this issue, even as you fail on other issues.  

 

 

Isabella Noble  

Salem-Keizer school district should look into moving funds from having schools 
patrolled by police officers to investing into the counselors and  providing more mental 
health services to the students.   

 

Sarah Evans  

My heart broke as I heard the students testifying at your last meeting about the fear they 
had felt at the hands of police. These officers are supposedly in our schools to make 
them safer, or to at least help students feel safer. It's obvious from listening to students 
of color that neither of these things are true. SRO supporters say they are mentors who 
work to funnel students out of the justice system. But when police are readily available, 
teachers and administrators are more likely to turn to them to deal with disciplinary 
issues. As for mentors, hire counselors and mental health professionals of color instead. 
They are much more qualified to help students feel safe and provide them the positive 
guidance and support they need. Many also argue that officers keep schools safe, 
particularly from shooters. Although the media would have us believe otherwise, school 
shootings remain relatively rare. When they do happen, it's even more rare that an 
armed officer in the school stopped the shooting. A 2013 study conducted by Texas 
State University that looked at 25 school-related shootings found that none were 
brought to an end by armed staff, guards, or police officers returning fire. Don't buy into 
the pro-police citizens who argue for keeping SROs. Instead, listen with your hearts to 
the hurt and fear of our students of color. Stop funding police in schools.  

 

Shea Marie Bodine Watkins  

As an educator working for Salem-Keizer and traveling to various schools within the 
district on a daily basis, I am concerned about the presence of SROs in schools for 



multiple reasons. The first is the reality of the school to prison pipeline, the rate of 
suspensions for BIPOC students, and the tension such a presence might cause for a 
BIPOC student considering current events and the history of police brutality against 
BIPOC individuals, and the fear that presence creates also for Latinx students in 
particular. Also, I've struggled to find any actual data regarding whether SRO presence 
do indeed make schools safer, or prevent horrific events such as school shootings. This 
is concerning because the district is funneling money into the appearance of safe 
schools, but not necessarily best practices backed by evidence.  What if we broaden 
our understanding of what "safety" really means. What if instead of interpreting policed 
schools as safe schools, we interpret this call to create safe schools as an opportunity 
to critically look at how our the district is allocating funding towards services such as 
counseling, restorative justice initiatives, and mindfulness curriculum- all of which, by 

the way, are brain-based, evidence-based practices that improve student's feelings of 
belonging, relationships, peer connection and academic performance.   

 

Caitlin A Fewx  

My comment is regarding the board member using black face and regarding SROs in 
our school  

 

Angela Haragan  

To put it simply: DO NOT TAKE RESOURCE OFFICERS OUT OF SCHOOL! If there is 
a problem with our school resource officers and minority students, it should be proven & 
addressed on its merits with the policies or specific officers themselves. Our kids are not 
an experiment and they need to be protected at school.]My kids have all told me that 
the school resource officers make them feel more safe at school & that they would feel 
unsafe if the resource officers were removed. My friend who is a teacher told me she 
thinks our schools actually need more resource officers, definitely not less. Our kids and 
teachers deserve to be protected and feel safe at school.]Also as a parent of 3 kids in 
Salem Public Schools, I realize you have to operate within the boundaries provided by 
the governor, OHA, ODE, etc. But please employ parents in helping to determine how to 
customize the newly released blueprints to each school in Salem. They are OUR kids 
and we need to have a say in it. And it's not wrong to stand up and say "this doesn't 
work for us." State government is not the end-all of knowledge. They're flawed people, 
too, and may not have considered the ramifications of their actions. Educate them on 
how it is in the real world of actually teaching kids!This is not a political thing, so please 
don't marginalize people who see things this way as invalid. To "other" us in this way 
ensures that the outcomes are not equitable, diverse, or prudent. 

 



Jonneke Koomen  

I am professor at Willamette University, where I teach courses on human rights. I have 
the great privilege of teaching many brilliant graduates of SKPS. SKPS students 
demand that the school district divest all funds that go into police in schools to improve 
education. We must fully and immediately support students' demands. Specifically, the 
school distinct must terminate all contacts with the SPD, the KPD and the Marion 
County Sheriff's Office. It is not acceptable and it is not safe to have police in schools, 
as our students have told us for many years.  Moreover, echoing students’ demands, I 
call on school board member Paul Kyllo to resign today for his callous racist display at 
the April 2020 board meeting. I also wish to specifically point to the ways that Chair 
Marty Heyen and board member Satya Chandragiri encouraged Kyllo’s 90 minute long 
display of anti-Blackness with laughs, claps and thumbs up, as well as all the board 
members who smirked, took pictures, said nothing, or otherwise failed to intervene. 
Together, Kyllo and all school board members failed in their duties to serve students 
and the SK community by creating and allowing an exclusionary, racist and hostile 
environment in a public meeting. SK students deserve nothing less than an antiracist 
School Board that advocates for their lives, wellbeing, and education.  

 

Anita Stratton 
To All Concerned: Our School Resource Officers are an integral part of our school 
district and schools. They are here in emergency situations, help when needed as an 
extra adult to monitor the halls, a friendly face and sounding board to the kids who are 
exposed to a negative home environment or are having problems at school with other 
students. They help the faculty and staff in classes as special speakers talking about 
how and why they became police officers. They are a resource for the legal 
ramifications of a student’s behavior. They are the subject matter experts in an area 
none of the staff can fill. They have resources the school district cannot provide. The 
school security specialists are also integral in schools but they are not SROs. They do 
not have the same training as police officers. The immediate access of the SRO makes 
students and staff feel safe, important, validated, and that they have a friend they can 
trust in a time of need. The SRO is a positive influence in the school. To remove them is 
a huge mistake. Safety will be compromised in schools and homes. Their presence 
goes beyond the walls of the school. Our SRO has the best interests in mind for our 
school, students, their families, and staff members. They care about our kids. It’s a labor 
of love, sometimes tough love. I see high-5s, joking, and a sense of peace with the SRO 
in our school.  

 

Emily Blanton  
Thank you for taking the time to read this comment. I am a parent of students in Salem 
Keizer school district as well as a public educator in a neighboring district. If the 
implementation of plans that were released by ODE plan to go forward as they have 
been started we will be pulling our kids from school and as a teacher the likelihood of 



me having to leave my position is very high as well. I am super disappointed that 
DESPITE parental input during work sessions, it doesn’t seem any of that was taken 
into concideration. A majority of the input went against what you are proposing. It seems 
to the majority of parents that special needs kids were not taken into account during 
this. That as Gill stated “ we need to be prepared to do more, with less resources”. Us 
teachers already do this daily..:: we are already maxed out. The data does not support 
this response nor does it continue to. Our suicide rates have skyrocketed and mental 
illness in children is rising rapidly, yet we don’t see any plan to support that. 

  

Reina Jorrine Garcia  
I believe that we need to defund SRO’s in public schools, the school already has 
enough security as it is. No police or army recruiters need to dwell in academic 
institutions because they both portray themselves as a threat; one of them as a threat of 
arrest, and the other as a threat being the “only way out” for impoverished students. My 
story transcends the presence of SRO’s in K-12 schools: I knew someone that was on 
her way to a meeting, she was supposedly pulled over by our local community college’s 
security. they claimed she was speeding even though she wasn’t. She was asked to 
step out of her car but she refused and said she was late to her meeting. minutes later, 
she was followed into the building by those officers and hid in the bathroom with her two 
children, when she made a break for it, she was slammed against a good of a car and 
arrested for no reason. this was an overuse of power, and that is the message i’m trying 
to send with this story. only one of those officers stood trial for this case and the victim 
of “police” brutality,  the woman, won the case, and then had to put her oldest child into 
trauma therapy. this did not occur at a SKSD school, but there may be similar stories 
otherwise. SRO’s in public schools are not needed, we need to fund more counselors 
and to fund education so that schools can have a higher graduation rate. we need to cut 
SRO spending and direct it towards enrichment education, mental health resources, 
and proper supplies.   

  

Michelle Marie Dickson  
I request the removal of SROs from all SKPS. This would not only relieve the budget 
during an approaching financial crisis year, but would signal SKPS willingness to follow 
the leadership of BIPOC organizations and communities. As a SKPS teacher, I 
advocate for the health, well-being and flourishing of all my students. SROs are clearly 
a detriment to our BIPOC students, and a key link on the well-documented school to 
prison pipeline. My school employs an SRO, but does not employ a full-time social 
worker, psychologist, and only has 5 counselors for a student population of 2,000. As a 
culturally responsive educator, teaching in one of Oregon's largest and most diverse 
school district, I demand that the school board listen to our BIPOC leaders and take 
meaningful action on behalf of our students, staff and families. Remove all SROs from 
our schools and use those funds to support student and their wider community well-
being.   

  



Joellen Swan  
Members of the board: I am and have been an elementary teacher for the Salem-Keizer 
School District for 12 years, find myself appalled by the behavior of you, our board, and 
have lost all faith in your leadership, on budget or otherwise. You can not be trusted to 
make decisions that respect and represent the Salem-Keizer community. Paul Kyllo’s 
recent behavior of wearing a mask of a black man’s face for the entirety of the school 
board meeting on March 30, 2020, was disturbing, appalling, and extremely offensive. 
Paul Kyllo clearly has no social intelligence, has little maturity, and is not fit or morally 
able to continue to have any role in leading our school district. 24J absolutely can not 
and will not put our trust in the decision of this school board as long as Paul Kyllo is a 
member. Marty Heyen, the people you associate with reveal who you are. Marty Heyen, 
you have demonstrated you are comfortable living alongside those who believe in and 
pursue the violent oppression of others. Marty Heyen, you have demonstrated that you 
are a white supremacist. We absolutely can not and will not put our trust in the 
decisions of this school board as long as Marty Heyen is a member. However, shame 
on each and every one of you for not only allowing, but performing amusement at Mr. 
Kyllo’s open racism. Shame on each and every one of you for willingly sitting alongside 
Marty Heyen. None of you have earned or deserve our respect and trust. Paul Kyllo, 
Marty Heyen, step down now. 

  

Stacey Vieyra-Braendle  
I am writing today to ask that the school board vote to remove SROs from our schools 
and reinvest those funds into services that will truly support our students. This includes 
but is not limited to community outreach, after school programs, business mentorships, 
tutoring, arts, and music, restorative justice and anti-racism trainings for staff. SROs are 
one of many variables that perpetuate the school to prison pipeline and harm our 
students, particularly BIPOC students. Removing them from our schools will be a huge 
step forward in making our schools safe learning environments, but it must and cannot 
be the only step.   

  

Cayla Skillin-Brauchle  
Students will tell you just want they need if you are willing to listen. I have learned more 
in my last 10 years of teaching than in the previous 25 years of my own education.  This 
is because students require us to be responsive, to learn, and to grow. The youth of 
SKPS are telling us that SRO's are not serving their education.  This is not a meaningful 
use of police officers' time or our taxpayer dollars.  At your last meeting many, many 
students described the ill effects of having a police presence in schools.  When we 
criminalize kids in their schools, it is incredibly difficult for them to move into the world 
as confident members of society.  No child should be punished by the police ever, 
especially in schools.  Thank you for removing the police presence from SKPS and 
reallocating those funds towards nurse, counselors, and educators.  

  



Sarah Dixon  
I am writing to urge you to remove SROs from our schools. While the individual officers 
serving in those roles may be kind and compassionate people, their presence in schools 
is not in alignment with the District's equity mission, and may in fact reinforce the school 
to prison pipeline (a highly concerning outcome of our disciplinary measures and one all 
District staff should be worried about). Those funds could be better spent on 
programs/staffing that will help to close opportunity gaps for our BIPOC students, 
students experiencing mental health crises, and students with disabilities.   

  

Robert Braendle  
I am writing today to ask that the school board vote to remove SROs from our schools 
and reinvest those funds into services that will truly support our students. This includes 
but is not limited to community outreach, after school programs, business mentorships, 
tutoring, arts, and music, restorative justice and anti-racism trainings for staff. SROs are 
one of many variables that perpetuate the school to prison pipeline and harm our 
students, particularly BIPOC students. Removing them from our schools will be a huge 
step forward in making our schools safe learning environments, but it must and cannot 
be the only step. Police officers have a place in society; but it isn’t in schools. Children 
aren’t criminals, and if we don’t turn them into criminals with the unhelpful presences of 
SROs in schools the everybody will be better off for it. I graduated from SK schools and 
I appreciate the benefits that I got from public schools. I know they are underfunded and 
overallocated. It’s time we seriously re-evaluate how we spread out limited resources. 
Police in schools are not the answer. Please truly consider a better way that we can 
show our children how much we care about them.  

  

Star Lowell  
Have you considered the potential rise in school shootings if you remove Resource 
Officers? Would you be willing to guarantee our kids safety if you did remove them? I 
don't want any child to die because a police officer was removed from the school when 
the officer's presence could have changed the outcome. Please keep our Resource 
Officers in our schools where they belong.  

  

Janet Lorenzen  
Please vote to remove police officers (school resource officers, SROs) from schools. 
This is a controversial issue and deserves a level-headed, data-driven decision. The 
data show that SROs do more harm than good. According to academic research in 
criminology and sociology SROs enable the school to prison pipeline through the 
criminalization of minor (non-violent) misconduct and because police in schools do not 
follow proper police conduct rules. Also, SROs cannot act as mentors when they are 
associated with the formalization of (racially-biased) student discipline. Additionally, 
there is no evidence that SROs deter violence or school shootings. Researchers 
recommend funding social workers instead, their presence is correlated with much 
better student outcomes.  Your job as a school board is to listen to students of color in 



Salem who have documented and testified about biased treatment, reflect on the 
research, and come to the conclusion that now is the time to end police presence in 
schools.  Thank you, Prof. Janet Lorenzen  

  

Elizabeth Swan  
Members of the school board, For a short time, I worked in SPED in a 24J middle 
school. I am writing in support of 24J's students and demanding that you end 24J's 
monetary and physical relationship with police. I've seen some of the affects of policing 
and criminalizing students, especially BIPOC, LGBTQIA+, and SPED students, and I've 
listened to some of these students' stories. You all have too. These students are 
continually standing up and speaking out despite all the danger your inaction puts them 
in. You all need to stop pretending. Stop pretending this demand is new. Stop 
pretending it is rash. Stop pretending this takes time. Stop pretending you care about all 
24J students. We know about your blackface performance, Paul Kyllo. We know you all 
laughed. We know about your white supremacy, Marty Heyen. We know you don't care. 
The students of our community have shared more than enough evidence of the 
irreparable harm policing has and is causing. No further evidence is needed. You all 
have given more than enough evidence of where your allegiance lies. You all need to 
end the police contract and funding and step down. There is no other move.   

  

Jennifer Salazar, MPH  
I am a 30 year resident of Salem, and my daughter was educated in Salem-Keizer 
School District schools from 1995-2008.   I am appalled by the conduct of Board 
Member Paul Kyllo wearing blackface in the March 2020 Board Meeting.  I am more 
outraged by the failure of the remaining Board members to call out this reprehensible 
racist behavior and hold him accountable.  As elected officials responsible for the public 
school district educating our children, we can reasonably expect you to conduct 
yourselves in a manner that is not demeaning nor discriminatory towards the children 
and families of the broader Salem-Keizer community.  To be clear, Paul Kyllo's use of a 
Cliff Robinson face mask is offensive and his excuse, "criminal voting", weaponizes 
age-old racist tropes that black and brown people are inherently criminal.   We deserve 
better in our leadership.  I call upon Board Member Paul Kyllo to apologize to Salem-
Keizer residents and tender his resignation immediately.  I further propose that the 
remainder of the Board issue an apology for their silent endorsement of his conduct and 
the harm it causes to our children to see their race or ethnicity portrayed as racist 
caricature.  I encourage the Board to participate in training work with Resolutions 
Northwest or a similar nonprofit to facilitate learning on racism and demonstrate 
accountability as the community leaders and role models you are expected to be.    

  

Lucy Partridge  
No school board members should get away with doing black face and not be punished 
for it. Remove Paul Kyllo and the people who encouraged and laughed along with him   



  

Tana C. Garcia 
If we want to be anti-racist, we need to listen to our students and communities of color. 
It is easier to keep our current system of SROs in schools and add additional training or 
have them wear civilian clothes to appear less threatening; however, we are asking for 
real change, not a nod toward change. Regardless of intention, the SRO where I teach 
is usually described by my students as someone they do not trust, who is out to get 
them. I have heard that well-trained SROs prevent overly eager administrators from 
criminalizing students or responding to their behavior using the law. Another argument 
is SROs also know students personally and are trained to work with teens, so are less 
likely to be aggressive with students. This feels like we are propping up a broken 
system: instead of educating and training administrators and street cops to not 
criminalize and rough-up kids, we are relying on SROs to be the buffer. What data are 
we looking at to measure if SROs have been successful in schools--or not? To me, 
success means students show up because they like being at school where they feel 
safe and valued. Students are able to obtain the tools needed to achieve to their 
potential. In a successful school, students believe they matter, and know their voices 
and talents are critical for our community to thrive. Investing in SROs isn’t the BEST 
way to achieve those ends, and money needs to be invested elsewhere 

 

Ryan Scott Perkins 
“I ask that the school board divest funds from policing students, and reinvest them in 
teachers and educational programs for students of color. I also want Paul Kyllo to 
apologize to the community for his abhorrent blackface stunt, and resign immediately.”  

  

Jane Herb 
Dear Salem-Keizer School Board: We need our School Resource Officers! Please do 
not defund our critical officers who are on the front-lines protecting our kids. How quickly 
we seem to have forgotten the violence that has been perpetrated on our precious kids. 
Additionally, communication and relationships between our students and officers is 
incredibly important; our kids need to understand that law-enforcement is in place to 
stand between law-abiding citizens and criminals. We need to continue to support them 
with our dollars and respect and gratitude. I'm dismayed at the embrace of a radical 
ideology here in our city by some. Our schools have been laser-focused on equity and 
diversity, and to think there is a massive problem that needs this drastic solution, is 
beyond belief. We would need to hear about any issues that have happened with any of 
our SROs before this proposal can be taken seriously. Any discussion must include 
diverse viewpoints from parents, students, teachers, law enforcement, and the public, 
and this would take time. Making ill-considered decisions in the course of a few short 
days or weeks is rash and unacceptable during an emotionally-charged crisis situation. 
If the new ODE COVID dictates are instituted and SROs are removed, my kids would 



not be safe, and their mental/physical/emotional health would be severely impacted, 
and I will not be sending my kids to public school. Thank you for your consideration. 
Respectfully, Jane Herb, Keizer   

  

Pamela G Blake 
Dear Board Members, I think it would be a huge mistake to take the SRO's out of 
Salem's schools. We don't have a "bad police" problem in Salem. Our officers under 
Chief Moore are professional and helpful. The SRO at McKay probably kept my oldest 
son out of jail when he was going through some issues in school, and I'm grateful he 
had that support. SRO's are a proven deterrent to violence in schools, and removing 
them make our kids more vulnerable. Please don't allow a vocal minority to convince the 
schools to sever their ties to Salem police department. Thank you for your time,  Pamela 
Blake mother of 2 McKay graduates, a McKay Senior and a North Sophomore  

  
Nancy Nickelsberg 
Dear Board Members: I've become aware of the possible plan to remove our School 
Resource Officers from Salem's schools. I think this would be a major mistake and a 
huge invitation for far more violence and crime  to surface, if our police, under Chief 
Moore, were to be abandoned. These officers are some of the finest,and  the most 
professional!!  And,  the bottom line: a HUGE deterrant for criminal issues to arise and 
particularly  in our schools. Salem does not have a "bad police" problem, and these 
officers have proven time and again of their credibility as well as their dedication to 
helping to keep crime out of our schools. I shudder to think of the eventual outcome if 
these professional people are removed, and I would hope that our board members 
would weigh this very carefully and soberly,  and not be so quick to "follow" what many 
cities, etc. are doing, in response to someone's unproven agenda, opinions, rioting, etc. 
What I have not learned,  is your reason for wanting to eliminate these officers.  What 
do you hope to accomplish through this major decision? Please enlighten me. In 
essence, we can do better than this! We do NOT have to follow what this vocal minority 
is "spouting" because it should be common sense to realize that once we eliminate 
PROTECTION, i.e. "unlocking the hen's house.... the fox will have a feast"......That 
should be obvious. Thank you for your time and your intelligent, rational  decision 
making. Sincerely, Nancy Nickelsberg  

  

Tara Hurley 
Superintendent Perry, Chair Heyen, members of the Board Consider with me the 
shocking, heartbreaking, real situations where Salem Keizer students have been 
sexually abused by a person who should protect them, someone who has been given 
authority in their lives, a role model: their teacher. We grieve for the students, their 
families, and everyone affected. We desire justice and we seek to prevent future 



injustice. The guilty teacher is removed and adjudicated, policies are reviewed, 
accountability is put in place to prevent future abuse, resources are allotted, training is 
done. Scars remain. Yet, education must go on. Schools still have value for our 
community. And teachers continue to be an important part of that education process. 
We understand that the vast majority of teachers are not sex offenders. In fact, most 
teachers protect students, serve as valuable authority figures, and are positive role 
models. Are teachers perfect? No. And no profession is made up of perfect people. Just 
as teachers are a valuable part of our community, police officers are a valuable part of 
our community. And School Resource Officers are a valuable part of our schools. While 
we grieve the abuse of guilty police officers, we realize that the guilt of some does not 
apply to all police officers. I urge you to keep our valuable School Resource Officers in 
our Salem Keizer school community!   

  
Patrick Langdon Hurley  
As a parent, I am greatly concerned about the effort to remove School Resource 
Officers (SROs) from our schools. Both of my children have been threatened with 
violent harm while attending Salem Keizer Public Schools.  In their cases, school 
administrators and SROs were able to intervene.  Unfortunately, school violence and 
the threat of active shooters is a reality in our schools today. SROs are the school’s first 
line of defense for would-be active shooters and often their first target.  With the SRO 
eliminated everyone else is fair game.  SROs also provide a critical component in 
reporting and investigating student sexual and physical abuse, dangerous drugs, and 
violent gang activity. I have had the opportunity to work with SROs.  They genuinely 
care for students and faculty.  They are coaches, mentors, and confidants.  They 
provide an invaluable service to schools and the community.  They alleviate the fears 
and apprehensions of students who know that there is someone in the school who has 
the training, experience, and abilities to protect them from harm.  This allows our 
students the freedom to learn in a safe environment. We have bestowed upon you a 
sacred responsibility – the education of our children.  They are our greatest treasure as 
parents and as a society.  We expect you to keep them safe while they are entrusted to 
your care.  To remove SROs would be a dereliction of your duty and a violation of our 
sacred trust.  

   

Kristine Blake  
Hi there, I know that Portland Public Schools is removing police officers (Safety 
Resource Officers) from schools. If this idea is being considered for Salem/Keizer 
School district I would urge that we do NOT follow PPS, and I encourage SKPS to make 
the decision for SRO's to remain all our school levels. I am asking this from a unique 
position in that I had a child who attend McKay High School that was considered a 
threat. My son was in a bad place, and no matter how much we as parents tried to help, 
we could not reach him. However, the SRO staff at McKay was able to not only interact 



with my son in a way that kept the school safe, they were also able to reach him on a 
personal level and they helped support my son, which really brought him back to a 
positive decision making pattern and set the path for him to graduate. The SRO staff 
were not only strong authority figures, but they also were able to connect as friends and 
mentors. I cannot express how thankful we are for their impact in his life. I know many 
families rely on the SRO's to help keep their children safe when they are being bullied or 
harassed. You may hear from many of them throughout tonight's conversations as 
decisions are made on how to provide support to the schools in the fall and for school 
years to come. I wanted to offer the flip side as perspective, as another viewpoint on 
why these officers should remain as invaluable and very appreciated part of the staff 
within our schools. Thank you. 

  

Brett Stoner-Osborne 
The new budget should not include any provisions to support Student Resource Officers 
(SRO's) in Salem-Keizer Public schools. Uniformed officers do not serve the education 
of our children. There is very little evidence that they increase safety, and in fact for 
many children, especially BIPOC children, having officers in schools actually makes 
them feel less safe. Over policing of schools contributes to the school-to-prison pipeline. 
The money being used to contract and pay for SRO's should instead be used to invest 
in resources to support Black, Brown, and Indigenous students of color. No student 
should ever feel unsafe or scared at school while they are trying to learn.  

 

Isaiah Swan 
I am an IA with 24J. You understand that 24J’s community, unlike this board, is majority 
BIPOC. You have been informed how it is both objective fact and the lived experience 
of our community that the employment of SROs is an act of academic, social, 
emotional, and physical violence against our BIPOC students. As such: Jesse Lippold, if 
you vote to continue 24J’s usage of SROs, you do not care about our students. Danielle 
Bethell, if you vote to continue 24J’s usage of SROs, you do not care about our 
students. Kathy Goss, Sheronne Blasi, Satya Chandragiri, Paul Kyllo, if you vote to 
continue 24J’s usage of SROs, you do not care about our students. Marty, you do not 
care about our students. If you favor SROs, look who you’re siding with: Bigots. White 
supremacists. People who associate with them. People like Marty. If you favor SROs, 
look who you’re siding against: Our students. Our brave, wonderful students who care 
so much about their communities that they’re willing to publicly oppose, in the face of 
literal violence, the injustices done to them by this district and board. If you lack the 
courage and basic decency to oppose continued usage of SROs, then at least have the 
courage and decency to resign, and find some way of serving your community that 
doesn’t involve funding violence against 24J’s community. Superintendent Perry: You 
are courageous. You are kind. Do not betray yourself. Do not betray your students. 
Choose your students, even if they won’t. Be better for us.  



  

Kaellen Hessel 
Our school district will experience a severe budget shortfall due to the economic crisis. 
It's obvious there will need to be cuts somewhere. You should start by cutting SKSD's 
contract with Salem Police Department and eliminating all appropriations related to the 
program. School Resource Officers do not make students feel safe. Our black and 
brown students have been speaking out for years about the pain and fear they feel by 
having these officers in their schools, places where they're supposed to feel safe. 
School Resource Officer programs perpetuate the school to prison pipeline. This. Must. 
End. Please, cut this program and invest money in mental health resources. All of our 
students are going through trauma right now. Our community and our students would all 
be safer if you helped them deal with this trauma instead of funding a program that 
creates more trauma for our marginalized students and only gives white parents a false 
feeling of security. 

  

Audrey von Maluski   
I believe the school district should not fund the SRO program. We can spend the money 
in other ways. Some say a good experience with an SRO can lead to positive future 
interactions with police. We should fund programs that might prevent a child from ever 
having to interact with law enforcement. We should support our children's growth into 
well-adjusted citizens, rather than ready them for the day they have a run-in with law 
enforcement. Some say that we need SROs in case of a school shooting. But when a 
school shooting happens elsewhere, folks cry out that they are rare & we shouldn't live 
in fear. Which is it? It's time to admit that the fear some feel about removing SROs has 
little to do with shootings & everything to do with the fear that Black & Brown students 
might freely attend school without the eye of the law bearing down on them. Our district 
claims to use an equity lens but when students of color attend board meetings to ask it 
to uphold that vision, they are told they aren't experiencing what they say. I work in a 
school. I want schools to be safe. That includes safety from police & zero-tolerance 
policies. Students & staff have told this board what they want & need: counselors, social 
workers, psychologists, nurses, special education, trauma-informed staff, anti-bias work, 
teachers of color, bilingual teachers & trained translators. Every dollar spent on SROs is 
a dollar spent propping up the police budget and not on the many services our students 
really need. 

  

Romeo Rios  
I sat down with two of these adults and we were talking about how to make this school a 
better place for us , I graduated from McKay one of the most DIVERSE schools in 
salem-keizer. It’s appalling how they can sit here and try to fix the school with these 



funds but they’re doing blackface , they need to focus on what they got going on 
because obviously all of them need help .   

  

Tianna Cousineau  
These subjects are not as important as the one that occured recently. Our budget can 
wait, we'd rather have people who arent racist and uneducated. Start teaching Oregons 
history.   

  

Kelly Williams Brown  
My name is Kelly Williams Brown, and I'm a resident of NE Salem; thank you for 
accepting my comment. I was shocked and horrified to watch the video where Member 
Kyllo attended a meeting in blackface. It should go without saying that a man who has a 
direct hand in the educational experience of all students in Salem-Keizer should never 
use a mask of a black man to denote criminality (as he did in his point about the 
possibility of voting fraud). This shows an absurd amount of ignorance, insensitivity and 
just plain terrible judgement. Furthermore, it broadcasts loud and clear that SKSD 
students of color — and Member Kyllo represents a great, great deal of them in his 
district — do not have someone with an iota of insight into their experiences. I urge Paul 
Kyllo to step down, to avoid bringing further shame to Salem.   

  

Erin McNicholas  
As a parent of two children in Salem Schools, I am writing to request the removal of 
police officers from schools. I feel their presence is inappropriate in the school 
environment, is more likely to escalate than deescalate situations, is not the best use of 
police time, and definitely not the best use of district funds.    

  

Karla Ann Daniel  
Dear Salem-Keizer School Board Members and Superintendent Perry, I have just 
completed my second year teaching for this district. As a lifetime Salem resident, I am 
committed to the health and happiness of our community. This year, we were all tasked 
with thinking creatively and responding swiftly to educating our community with their 
health and safety as a top priority. I was impressed with the quick distribution of 
Chromebooks to our k-12 students, and later with Salem-Keizer leadership’s 
collaboration to implement furloughs. These were both resourceful, outside-the-box 
approaches to best serve our students. I was also proud, when Superintendent Perry 
gave voice to the BLM movement during an all staff meeting with a call to action.  
educators, we are all motivated towards the success and well-being of our students. I 
believe our next step must remain consistent in its intention to serve. Right now, many 
in our community are telling us that the presence of police in our schools leaves them 



feeling unsafe. As servants to our students, I believe we must follow through with their 
demand to remove SRO’s. This year we have proven how creative we are as educators, 
here is another opportunity. Please only pass a budget which considers this demand. 
Sincerely, Karla Daniel  

  

Robin Dessalines   
Cops have origins in the slave catching patrols of the 1700s. Cops have a long history 
of murdering workers organizing for better conditions. Cops have a recorded history of 
domestic violence. Cops imprison the poor in huge numbers, 1 out of every 5 black 
men, and 1 / 7 Latino men are kidnapped at some point and thrown in a cage, mostly for 
nonviolent drug-related offenses. In my school I have seen cops have preyed on 
teenagers, racially harassed students, allow confederate flags. I do not believe in 
reform. I call for the resignations of all board members who were attending the video 
conference call due to their failure to hold Paul Kyllo accountable.  

  

Guadalupe Torres  
School Board members, SROs should not be part of a school and should be removed 
immediately. What our students need are more school counselors, teachers and 
administration that are culturally aware and respectful of all our students’ cultural 
backgrounds, that will be there to support them regardless of their background and 
more staff of color. It is expected that school board members will take into consideration 
ALL student needs including Black and Brown students, but that is not the case and it’s 
been proven several instances. One incident is a with a school board member, Paul 
Kyllo, did Blackface during a school board meeting, this is unacceptable and plainly 
racist. He should have been stopped immediately but no one on board stopped him, 
instead they laughed. How are our students of color supposed to trust or district? How 
do you think our Black students and families feel? Paul Kyllo needs to resign 
immediately for his actions.   

  

Jeremiah Gregg  
I would like to support the removal of Student Resource Officers from Salem-Keizer 
school district.  I would like all funds allocated to SROs to be put towards new social 
workers or counselors that work with students to avoid in-school and out of school 
suspensions.  I would like to see a report from the SKSD that breaks down in-school 
and out of school suspensions and expulsions by race/ethnicity/gender/disability/family 
income as well as reports for past interactions with SROs broken down by 
race/ethnicity/gender/disability/family income.  Finally I would like to hear from the 
students about a police presence in schools.  I think it is important to end the school-to-
prison pipeline.  National and state data for these can be found at this US government 
link below. 



https://ocrdata.ed.gov/downloads/crdc-school-discipline-snapshot.pdf 

  

Courtenay McCarthy  
Our threat response team (Courtenay McCarthy, Shelley Rutledge and Ishawn Ealy) 
oversees the district’s systems designed to prevent violence, suicide, sexual 
misconduct and fire misuse.Our systems focus on prevention, early identification and 
school inclusion.SK has been a national leader in threat response for the past two 
decades which speaks to our innovation and strength in community partnerships, 
including LEA.Like most educators, we are disturbed by the continued overt and covert 
racism that exists throughout our society and our institutions.We recognize the deep-
seeded presence of implicit bias and racial inequity in both education and law 
enforcement.As SK examines how to move forward with anti-racist practices, we 
acknowledge how our educational procedures contribute to systemic racism and the 
school-to-prison pipeline.We understand that many SK students/families have had 
negative and/or traumatic experiences with LEA, which impacts their sense of 
psychological safety when they encounter officers in our schools.SK’s collaborative 
relationship with LEA puts us in a prime position to engineer a paradigm shift that 
provides the opportunity for authentic accountability, anti-racist practices and a standard 
of equitable treatment for all students.We believe that the continued partnership with the 
SRO program affords a pivotal opening to meet these important goals as we redesign 
our collaboration.We have an opportunity to be a part of the change that we want to 
see.   

  

Elizabeth Rodriguez   
As a McKay High School graduate, i witnessed first hand the way students lives were 
completely ruined because of Salem Keizer School Districts contract with Salem Police 
Department. Schools to prison system must end! I am hoping you find it in your heart to 
look at these kids, believe in their futures and give them the opportunity to make 
mistakes without punishments that lead to their dreams not coming true. I am also 
demanding the resignation of board members Paul Kyllo, Marty Heyen and Jesse 
Lippold. During a school board meeting Paul did blackface while Marty and Jesse sat 
there amused by it. It’s ridiculous that at this point in time this is okay. I ask that you 
come to your senses and resign because you serve many black children and parents 
that you disrespected and that is despicable.  

  

Benny C. Williams  
My comments are for the this Board to make structural/ human changes. The current 
leadership is not effective nor does it reflect the leadership needed to address the 
needs of a community, more diverse, in it's history. We have the urgency of now, to 
move forward. We have the energy of now, from all of the impacted members of our 



community, to act. We have the leadership in our Superintendent Dr. Christy Perry and 
the new Assistant Superintendent Dr. Iton Udonsenata to guide the day- to- day steps 
needed to get us there. This Board is undermining its very simple charge- to guide this 
District to improved outcomes. To support the  Superintendent, that you hired, to bring 
about educational excellence. Please heed the call of this community, of the very 
students who are ready to be challenged, to make this the New Beginning. Remove the 
current Chair of the Board, elect Dir. Sheronne Blasi to that position and have all 
Directors pledge to support the new leadership. We know change is difficult, we also 
know change is possible.Thank you, Benny C. Williams  

  

Casandra Sánchez Soriano  
Dr. Satya, as a licensed psychiatrist you more than anyone else should help prevent 
mental, emotional, and behavioral disorders. You are LITERALLY exposing students to 
trauma and potential mental harms by allowing SROs in our school district. Your clinical 
interests, per Salem Health clinics, include public psychiatry, prevention and early 
identification of psychological problems, improving access to care in under served and 
rural communities, that being said, you're a strong advocate for mental health. We know 
that policing causes toxic stress for students of color and immigrants. If we're trying to 
improve mental health of our students but still allowing policing to continue in our school 
district, doesn't all your work contradict itself? How do you plan to use your knowledge 
as a psychiatrist to make your decision on removing SROs out of schools? You’re 
getting a lot of slack about this situation, but I’m going to continue pressing on you and 
your lack of action towards progressing with this issue.   

  

Levi Herrera-Lopez  
Good evening, My name is Lëvy Herrera-Lopez, and I live in Zone 5. I am writing in 
support of ending the SRO program from Salem-Keizer Public Schools. Ideally, we 
should engage in constructive dialogue.  Sadly, most board members now can’t be 
trusted to engage honestly. Good people of Salem, Did you know that our Board 
leadership allowed one of its members to wear Blackface for 90 whole minutes? Did you 
know that our Chair used homophobic language in the last meeting? Director 
Chandragiri, don’t write an article asking us to come together just a week or so after you 
laughed and clapped at the use of Blackface. Director Lippold, Blackface is not funny. 
Allow me to suggest a way forward:1. The administration works with the community to 
design an engagement process on the issue of SROs and the School-to-Prison 
Pipeline, with a report or decision coming back to the community before the beginning 
of the next school year. 2.The community gets to pick which board members get 
involved, if any; 3. Director Lippold steps down from leadership,4. Director Heyen steps 
down from the Board. 5. Director Kylo steps down as a true show of being contrite about 
his mistake. These steps would help regain a bit of trust with those whom you’ve all 
hurt, and will help us move forward as a community. Thank you.  



  

Cyndi Swaney 
I'm a teacher at Houck Middle School, and I'm asking the board to defund the school 
resource officers. In the last few weeks, I have been listening to previous and current 
students' stories, stories from staff,  stories from parents,  attended round tables and 
listening during discussions with leaders in our community, district, and schools.  It is 
clear that there is bias & racism within our system and that the message we are 
receiving from  Black, Indigenous,  & People of Color is that they DO NOT feel safe with 
officers in our schools. I urge you to listen to the stories of those MOST affected, and 
use the million dollars instead for counselors, teachers, mental health professionals, 
after school programs that directly help ALL our students. I urge you to budget for 
mandatory, anti-bias & anti-racism training for all staff, school board members, and 
volunteers. You as school board members need to be thinking of those affected the 
most in negative ways. Do the right thing. Defund the SROs and support our student!  

  

JJ Sweeney 
Dear Superintendent Perry, School Board Members, and Budget Committee Members: 
My name is JJ Sweeney and I am a Substitute Teacher with Salem-Keizer Public 
Schools.  I attended several school board meetings prior to the acceptance of the 
Student Investment Account and spoke at the two school-board meetings accepting 
public comment.  My primary message was:  to significantly and sustainably improve 
public education, among other significant needs - several of which are addressed by 
SK’s plan – we need to reduce class size, despite the economic challenges.  Thanks to 
the effect of COVID-19, budgets need to be reconsidered. My three-minute presentation 
at the second meeting was hastily put together and therefore not very coherent.  If you 
recall, I had looked over the two different suggested budgets encompassed in the 
materials from the previous presentations by the task force, and highlighted those items 
that were strictly for training teachers – the average between the two proposed budgets 
came to $7,135,73.  There were positions for teachers, but not to go in the classroom, 
rather to be coordinators of new programs, or as coaches, mentors, and leaders of 
professional development to train teachers who are already in the classroom.  The only 
teachers to go directly into the classrooms appeared to only be for ninth-grade algebra 
teachers and fifth-grade reading specialists (I did not highlight them).Due to the three-
minute limitation, I did not get to my bullet points that indicated that I HAD NOT 
highlighted any PD’s associated with diversity and cultural sensitivity training, i.e. that 
over seven million-dollar estimate did not include any of those PD’s.  I, and I am certain 
every teacher that presented at the meetings, are 100% in favor of diversity and cultural 
sensitivity training.  In fact, I think it should be required of EVERYONE associated with 
public education, including board members, administrators, office staff, instructional 
assistants, specialists, counselors, behavior management specialists, etc., and, of 
course, all classroom teachers.  We also need to look at curriculum, but that’s another 
issue for another time. I also did not highlight anything related to mental health, 
behavior, after school programs, art, music, drama, CTE, counselors, etc.  I feel all of 
those are of great value, especially those things related to mental health and behavior. 



My point is that you are about to consider a four-day work-week and partially 
furloughing teachers, among other solutions, which I’ve read will save seven-eight 
million dollars.  I do not envy you your decisions in these challenging times and applaud 
all efforts to continue educating our youth while protecting the health of all concerned.  I 
am asking that you reconsider that over seven million being spent on PD’s for teachers 
and use it, instead, to help with the current adaptations to the pandemic, and then to 
reduce class size in K-4 classrooms in Title-I schools when the response to the 
pandemic is not our primary concern. During one week of subbing last Fall, I was in two 
different middle schools, both Title-I schools.  In both cases, I happened to be subbing 
for a math class.  In both cases, in order to solve the problem (I don’t remember the 
specific lesson), the part of the equation in the parentheses had to be solved first.  In 
one case, it was 9 minus 4; the boy whom I was trying to help could not do that, could 
not tell me what 9-4 was.  In the other case, a boy who was struggling could not do 2x2.  
In middle school.  Do you honestly think a smaller class size is going to be sufficient to 
allow either of these two boys to do 9th-grade algebra?  And if someone hasn’t learned 
to read by 5th grade, they have already learned negative coping skills and have 
developed negative attitudes toward reading and education.  Point being, if you truly 
want to sustainably improve the effectiveness of public education, if you really want to 
break a negative cycle, you must catch the kids who are struggling for one reason or 
another (odds are an unrecognized learning disability) at an earlier age.  To break the 
cycle, we MUST ensure that EVERYONE is fully caught up with their reading and math 
skills through 4th grade (when division is most likely learned).  If everyone is reading at 
grade level by then, and have their addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 
mastered, then they will be better able to handle anything that comes at them, including 
larger class sizes, in the later grades. As you well know, we in education can’t be all 
things to all people, and a focus on one thing, budget-wise, means less for something 
else.  I am suggesting that your focus, in addition to diversity training an socio-emotional 
health in the later grades, should be on K-5.  Yes, children in later grades may not get 
all they need or deserve, but if we don’t break the cycle, then all the money we throw at 
it will never be more than bandaids instead of real solutions. I have many more 
professional development credits than I need.  The school I was in before becoming a 
sub was an early adopter of PBIS and I’ve taken many PD’s and workshops associated 
with it.  I’ve also taken trainings in ENVOY, trauma-informed education, the Cat in the 
Doghouse, a graduate course in neurodiversity, read books on collaborative problem-
solving and ESOL, and many other trainings (including several multicultural, diversity, 
and equity trainings).  I, and most teachers that have been in the classroom for a few 
years, know what I am doing.  The reality is that it can only be so helpful when faced 
with too many kids in the classroom with too many serious, individualized needs.  We 
don’t need more trainings (other than the diversity and cultural sensitivity trainings); we 
need smaller classes.  Let’s save that over seven million for trainings and mentors and 
put it to better use – initially to cope with the pandemic, and then to reduce class size in 
elementary education, where we create the foundation for later learning. Thank you for 
your time and attention, and for the hard work you do to ensure the continuation of one 
of the cornerstones of our democracy – public education. 
  
  



Gary Miller & Hollie Oakes-Miller 
We encourage the School Board to listen to the voices of our community and use this 
moment to create more equitable schools for our Black and Brown youth.  We support 
Latinos Unidos Siempre and other local community organizers and activists in their 
demands that the board completely divest from police in Salem-Keizers schools and 
invest those funds in resources that better support Black and Brown students. 
  
  
Sean Nikas 
Hello, I understand the Salem Keizer School District  will be facing real budget 
constraints. The pandemic is stressing state, local and business budgets throughout our 
state and our school district is no different. This means our school board members will 
be facing some hard choices.The ongoing violence focused on black and brown 
Americans has finally come to a head and our whole nation is dealing with how to 
deliver justice free from racist outcomes. This will not be easy, but I can think of little 
else which is so deserving of our time and effort. I look forward to a brave examination 
and bold proposals from our school board. Please end the intergovernmental 
agreement that establish and fund School Resource Officers (SROs) and move this 
money to the contingency fund.  
  
 
Catalin 
Hello, 
I am a Salem resident and I believe we need to get police out of our schools and end 
the school-to-prison pipeline. I respectfully demand that you end the intergovernmental 
agreement that establishes and funds School Resource Officers (SROs) and move this 
money to the contingency fund. We don't need police in our schools. They are places of 
learning, not prisons. 
  
 
Marisol Espinosa 
For the Salem Keizer school board: 
As an older brother of three current students and a former student of the Salem Keizer 
school district, I wholeheartedly believe that Salem Keizer should end their 
intergovernmental agreements that establish and fund School Resource Officers. 
Knowing the history of policing in communities of color and understanding how the 
school to prison pipeline functions, it would be short-sighted to continue funding this 
relationship. Officers, no matter their capacity, often pose a threat to students who are 
non-white, LGBTQ+, and/or are undocumented. In the interest of putting students first, 
funding should instead be allocated towards healthier school lunches, comprehensive 
culturally knowledgable school counselors, art and music classes, or for better 
equipment and educational resources that will actually benefit the future of our students. 
Growing up in Salem Keizer, I saw the disparity in how students of color, especially 
those from low-income areas, were treated much more harshly than their white peers. I 
remember being taught with outdated textbooks that were falling apart at North Salem. I 
remember my overworked high school counselors being unable to properly help me with 



college resources. These memories represent how I was failed in different ways by this 
district and I refuse to see the same happen to my younger siblings. I ask that the 
school board take a step in the right direction of putting our students first by ending their 
relationship with School Resource Officers. 
Thank you. 
  
  
Rochelle Santiago 
Dear SKSD BOARD OF DIRECTORS,  
As the district moves forward to create a trauma informed education system you need to 
get the Police out of the schools.  Take the funds currently budgeted for School 
Resource Officers and use that money for Teachers, mental health staff or even aids 
that are trained to be trauma informed  and can work with our students to develop their 
full potential and not make them feel threatened like the police make many students 
feel, especially our students of color.  The brain science is clear students can not learn 
to their full potential under this stress.  We need to make our schools about education 
and feeling safe!  No police in the schools! 
Thank you 
  
 
Jim Scheppke 
Dear School Board: 
I want to add my voice to the many voices telling you that you must end the “School 
Resource Officer” program this year. Faced with the prospect of having to reduce your 
teaching faculty in the months ahead, I can’t imagine how you can justify funding the 
continued presence of police in our schools. 
Your students have told you that School Resource Officers are not wanted and only 
contribute to the “School to Prison Pipeline.” Police in schools is a classic example of 
Maslow’s Hammer … “When all you have is a hammer everything looks like a nail.” Our 
leaders have promoted police as the answer to every societal problem, and as a result, 
police departments across our country have become bloated empires run by self-
serving police unions. Have a problem with homelessness? Hire more police. Drug 
addiction? Hire more police. School behavior problems? Police are the answer. 
Everything looks like a nail. 
It’s time to admit that this was a mistake. Your students have been telling you this. 
Please listen to them. 
  
  
Leah DeVito 
I know this year has been full of challenges and, as a District, you have worked 
tirelessly to overcome those challenges. As a resident, I appreciate your support for our 
students during the pandemic. However, we are in yet another moment of heightened 
racial awareness in America. While we collectively mourn the murders of our Black 
Americans and navigate the path forward, it is absolutely critical to consider the impacts 
of these traumatic modern events, and their direct connection to Black American history, 
on students of all races. Not only do we need to address the emotional state of students 



and staff, but also make changes that create real, positive impacts on our student’s lives 
and collective futures.   
I, Leah DeVito, as a concerned community member to children in this school district, am 
calling on Salem-Keizer School District to ensure there is a safe learning environment 
for every student by terminating your contract with our police department. It has been 
400 years since America has been addressing race, anti-racism, and inequality and I 
am disappointed in the lack of efforts by the district’s faculty and school board to take 
deliberate anti-racist actions within Board and academic communications with parents, 
students, staff and faculty. To be clear: ignoring the injustices of widespread, 
normalized racism and intolerance of others, or simply making a statement, is not an 
option. Science and research has proven time and time again that: Black students are 
significantly more likely to receive discipline resulting in removal from the classroom 
(suspensions, expulsions, referrals to law enforcement and more) than their peers, 
which has been directly linked to incarceration rates 3, 4. Accountability is one of the 
only known factors that lead to behavioral changes in people who occupy positions of 
power, 5. As a K-12 educator you are a trusted leader, mentor and role model to 
countless students, who will grow up to be the next generation of Americans. We expect 
you to teach and lead by example, exhibit kindness, provide resources, and be a safe 
space for students. From here on, anything less will be considered failing to do your job.  
Your schools have the obligation to serve the students which attend them. At this 
moment, serving your Black students and students of color means openly and loudly 
affirming your stance as an anti-racist institution, condeming all types of violence 
against Black and POC in America, offering resources for both education and 
traumatized individuals, and committing your district to reconsidering how it’s budget, 
policies, and cirriculums can be updated to meet this significant moment. Most 
importantly, you can ensure that your attitudes and actions are consistently anti racist 
as a standard. Conversations about race profoundly affect our student’s lives, and they 
have power to influence our society’s collective strength. I ask you to please end Salem-
Keizer School District's contract with the police. 
  
 
Tanner Russ 
To whom this may concern, 
I am calling on you to dramatically reduce the police budget and reallocate it into the 
community in more efficient, less violent ways. It’s become clear overly the last two 
weeks that the police cannot be trusted to protect the citizenry or their constitutional 
rights. Black lives matter, as does the right to peacefully assemble and protest a system 
that is found to be unjust and corrupt. 
Please, defund the police. Invest it in the community, particularly in the community of 
color. We need to do better for the most vulnerable among us. 
  
  
Hannah Jeanseau 
Hello! 
My name is Hannah Jeanseau. I grew up in the salkeiz school system. I am emailing to 
express my interest that you cut your contract with the Salem PD and SRO program. 



We know that this is doable because we have seen Portland Public schools do this, and 
we the people are begging that you follow through on this with our Salem schools. We 
have seen police brutality across the country through out entire lives and have seen it 
escalate over the last few weeks.  
We are asking that you cut these programs and instead use the money to pay for 
counselors, social workers and community building and support programs instead. 
Salem Police are only required 400 hours of training. We could better use this budget to 
hire people who have degrees in social work, who have spent years and lifetimes 
devoting themselves to building and supporting community.  
  
  
Erika Perkins 
With current events upending our global response to a pandemic- everyone is a bit 
flustered snd fatigued both mentally and physically, let alone -out of the loop. Please 
consider extending your budget vote so you can really weigh in all the possible options 
and best make choices for OUR city. Today more than ever , COMMUNITY wants to 
support. Lets consider their involvement as needed, considerate, experienced, and 
valid. Please hear the unified voice of the people and let us be heard.   
  
  
Sandra Hernandez-Lomeli  
Dear Superintendent Christy Perry and School Board Members,  
I am submitting this testimony and demand on behalf of all the youth I work with, with 
the support of hundreds of community members, organizations and leaders in Salem, 
Oregon and across the country.  
We look forward to hearing your response tonight during the school board meeting.  
  
 
Alondra 
Hi, my name is Alondra. I'm 14 years old and this is not my first time speaking to you all  
about the concerns I have about MY school district. 
 
The toxic stress my peers and I have felt in salem-keizer schools because of the 
constant police-ing is no secret. The harassment that I have felt during the school years 
at the hands of security guards and teaching staff caused me to be here today because 
I shouldn’t have experienced that trauma in the first place.  
 
Police-ing has been used as a tool to threaten students of color - I personally have 
experienced being criminalized for simply not turning in my work on time even tho I was 
going thru a lot. Instead of being met with empathy this DISTRICT pushes students 
further and further into the school to prison to pipeline.  
The hyper-criminalization we face has been constantly ignored by you and this has 
caused youth their lives. Police around the country AND local police have shown their 
true colors. They have proven that they are not here to protect people of color - and our 
communities have known this for a long time.  
This is why we demand that  



• our school district 
• divests 
•  all the funds that go into police/SRO’s and police-ing into instead improving 

education for all students. Because we DO NOT need cops in schools.  

We will no longer stand to support the systems that kill Black and Brown people and 
push us to the margins. It is time you guys to take responsibility and accountability for 
the harm you have caused our communities. 
I am calling ALL of you out right now and demanding that you need to do the right thing.  
  
  
Angelique Prater  
Hello,   
I had a longer testimony to submit for tonight's school board meeting, but unfortunately, 
we have been limited to 250 words.  
Here is the actual version of my testimony.  
Do not ignore us anymore. Defund school resource officers.  
  
  
Chandra Timm 
Hello, 
Concerned Salem citizen here. I hope that during the meeting today regarding Sal-Keiz 
school budgets today, you consider ending SRO programs and police contracts. Police 
presence in the schools do not contribute to an environment of safety, especially to the 
students of color. 
We could reinvest into resources that DO make the students and staff feel supported. 
We need funds to go towards wrap around services, restorative justice, and mental / 
emotional / behavioral support systems. 
  
  
Alan Scott 
Please reconsider the need for these 24j funded positions.  I think that money could be 
better spent on counseling or other positive support staff.  
  
  
Meg Hummon 
Dear School Board, 
Having School Resource Officers in our schools was a single response to many 
problems, most not related to law enforcement.  It has proven to have unintended 
negative consequences, and our students are telling us that they do not feel safer.  Our 
taxes could support other responses that have proven effective elsewhere, and that fit 
our objectives for our schools, out teachers, and our students. 
There's an old saying about a play:  if there is a gun present in the first act, it will go off 
in the third act.  That is not a good way to approach education. 
  
  
Ray Quisenberry 



Dear School Board Members 
It’s time to take the police out of our schools, and replace them with professionals that 
are trained in mentoring and providing support to our students.  The police are not the 
ones to do this work.  We need caring, not intimidation.  We need understanding and 
kindness, and not a show of force.  Many minority communities distrust the police, and 
that distrust is also present in the children of these communities.  Being a young person 
in today’s society is hard enough without adding another level of stress. 
  
  
Jennifer Magee 
I would like to see the contract that Salem Keizer has with the police be used for more 
counselors and smaller class sizes and instead of increasing and maxing out capacity at 
schools build more community schools. Put more investment in the front end. 
  
  
Nadene LeCheminant 
Dear School Board Members, 
I would like to add my voice to the growing chorus of concern about the School 
Resource Officer program. This program has no place in our public schools.  
This will be perhaps the most challenging year for school budgets we have ever seen. 
One clear way to save funds for critical areas is to defund this needless, indefensible 
and harmful program. We should allocate limited funds for teachers, student programs, 
learning materials, computer labs and building maintenance, not an armed security 
force. 
Students have clearly said they do not feel the School Resource Officer program makes 
them feel more secure or safe. They are your most important constituents. Please listen 
to them! It’s time to retire armed officers in our schools. 
  
  
Laura Vigeland  
Good evening School Board members,  
My name is Laura Vigeland, and I work for Salem Keizer Public Schools as a speech 
language pathologist. I am also a resident of Salem. I am sure you are aware by now 
that systemic racism permeates all aspects of our society, including education. I am 
writing to you today to affirm that Black lives matter and that our school district needs to 
do more to support our Black students and staff. In particular, I am writing to support the 
petition that is being submitted to you tonight demanding that Salem Keizer Public 
Schools divest all the funds that go into police and reinvest into schools to improve 
education. The presence of police in our schools contributes to the school to 
prison/deportation pipeline that threatens our Black students and students of color. Our 
school district must no longer support these systems that oppress or even kill our 
students and community members. Instead, this money should be spent on resources 
that can help our minority students and improve education. It is time for Salem Keizer 
Public Schools to take action that says our Black students' lives matter. 
  
  



Clair Clark 
Dear School Board Members, 
Along with many others, I believe you must end the "School Resource Officer" program 
this year. As you face the extreme budget challenges during the months ahead, 
including the possibility of reducing the number of teachers, it is difficult to justify 
spending limited funds on policing in our schools. 
  
  
Tony Villaneda 
My name is Tony Villaneda. I am 17 years old and I also got to North Salem high 
school. I have been attending school board meetings for three years and I have not 
seen any changes surrounding the school to prison pipeline that you are all actively 
supporting and funding. 
I saw my closest peers get expelled and suspended and arrested. When I was twelve 
years old I was walking down the street to go to a park and I was randomly stopped by 
four police officers. one of the officers' names was officer rios  they had their guns 
drawn out. i was 12 years old and im a brown kid experiencing racial profiling by the 
police.  
They detained me and were trying to find something to get me in trouble. They didn't 
call my mom informing her that her own child got detained by Salem police.  They only 
asked questions like if I was a gang member. I was 12 years old and ever since that day 
my life has changed. i was scared to go outside because if I had moved an inch that 
day,  I would probably be another person of color dead with no justice.  
These traumatic experiences don’t only happen to me, they happen to every brown and 
black person in the united states. These traumatic experiences are real and folks like 
you stay silent. What kind of person does that? when you stay silent you uphold white 
supremacy.  
you should divest of police presence in school because you do not know the traumatic 
experience students of color have with the police.  Education and police don't belong 
together when a person of color knows that there's police presence they are wondering 
if the police officer is going to arrest them because of the color of their skin or if 
immigration and customs enforcement also known ice would be involved.  you should 
have more people of color as teachers and have ethnic studies for middle and high 
school students  
The salem keizer school district invests about 20 million dollars annually on policing 
students. You are all guilty for investing MORE on continuing our trauma and toxic 
stress than you have invested in our right to be able to feel safe in schools as youth of 
color. 
  
  
Luis Acosta  
To whom it may concern,   
I recently signed up to give my testimony at the Salem and Keizer school board meeting 
today. Below I have attached my testimony, and I am looking forward to calling in 
through the meeting later today.  
  



  
Emma Dorland 
SKPS School Board Members, 
I’ve been deeply moved and outraged by what we’re experiencing these past two weeks 
here and worldwide. Unfortunately, our society, systems and institutions are engineered 
to exclude, marginalize and even attack and kill black humans, in addition to indigenous 
people and people of color. This may or may not be something you were aware of prior 
to the outpouring of support for black lives that we’ve seen across the world and at the 
Salem capital building last Saturday. If you were not aware of the implications of being 
white, please understand, and I speak to you as a white person here, that our lack of 
awareness of the profundity, urgency and persistence of this problem is because we are 
used to benefitting from the way our world is engineered. Of course, we only benefit in 
privileges meanwhile our humanity, our conscience and consciousness, the very 
essence of who we truly are is diminished each time we make unconscionable choices 
or sit by and support others who do. 
At this time is it unconscionable to continue to fund the School Resource Officers that 
work in Salem Keizer Public Schools. I am a 4th grade teacher in our bilingual program 
here in town and I speak and stand in solidarity with the NAACP, Latinos Unidos 
Siempre, Causa Oregon, PCUN and many other organizations across our city and state 
in demanding that SKPS terminate and does not renew any contracts it holds the Salem 
Police Department.  
All of the funds that support school-based policing must be reinvested to support our 
students wellbeing, mental health, extracurricular and academic achievement.  
Policing our students in school is proven through research to have been a dysfunctional 
practice that only exacerbates disproportionate incarceration of young people of color in 
particular. 
The school to prison and deportation pipeline is real and supporting it or participating in 
it in any way whatsoever it is unconscionable. a Together today we can live our values 
and truly protect our students. Divest all funds from the police and reinvest in school 
improvements.  
  
  
Gisela Espinosa 
Hi my name is Gisela Espinosa, I am a former student of the Salem Keizer school 
district. This email is regarding police budgeting and why I believe cops and security 
guards should not be on our school. Since middle school my experience with the police 
and security hasn’t been well. They have always been there to intimidate rather than 
“protect.” I went to Parrish middle school, a low-income school with a majority of brown 
students and I have seen people I grew up with get detained. They were children. 
CHILDREN. No child should be detained and incarcerated especially in a place that is 
meant for learning and growth. As for security guards, many security guard i know have 
always intimated the student and have used their authority to coerse young women. The 
security guards I had would joke about using drugs with me. They would also look to 
criminalize the brown students at my school. I was followed off campus during a release 
period by security guards. He took time time out of both of our days to intimidate me 
and threaten me with disciplinary actions if I did not corporate. I also have two younger 



siblings who attend Parrish middle school and two black little brothers who will most 
likely attend Parrish middle school in the future. I do not feel safe having them in our 
schools. The budgeting for security and for police should go towards our education. 
Schools such as McKay and North are over crowded and need more classrooms. The 
low-income schools need better books and teachers should be getting paid more. 
Students are under the care of Salem Keizer school district for 7 hours of the day and 
many student don’t feel safe nor want to go to school because of how criminalized they 
are for the color of their skin. I have been to school board meetings and seen the school 
board silence the community for speaking out about this issue. This district needs to do 
better.   
Respectfully,  
A student of color who is exhausted.  
  
  
Kalia Flocker 
Dear Salem-Keizer School Board,It is time for our district to divest all funds spent on 
police and reinvest it in our schools with the purpose of better supporting our students.  
As a teacher in the Salem-Keizer School District, I believe it is in the best interest of all 
of our students that we spend the money currently being spent on School Resource 
Officers (SRO’s) in a manner that is preventative, educational, and healing.  Police 
presence in schools only increases a sense of fear among students and shows a 
distrust of our children.  Instead, we need to spend this money on things like increased 
mental health resources, ethnic studies courses, hiring teachers of color, and funding 
culturally responsive activities before and after school hours.  There are so many better 
ways we can use the funds we currently spend on policing our students.  Our students 
need support and education, not police. 
  
  
April Davis 
I am a concerned parent with a young man preparing to enter high school next year. I 
am asking, no BEGGING, the Salem/Keizer school board to make the right decision and 
continue to fund and support school resource officers.  
These officers make a huge impact on our students by providing positive role models. 
They introduce the uniform to a younger generation and with that introduction comes an 
understanding that these men and women with a badge are there to help you. The 
officers are present to answer questions, provide support, and give the students a 
sense of safety and security.  
In these difficult times, it's vital that our students have access to these officers to see 
that they are human beings just like them. These officers develop relationships with the 
kids and can assist with bullying, problems at home, etc. In the unfortunate event of 
violence or other emergency on campus, these officers are already on scene to assist 
and de-escalate, keeping our students safer sooner. 
It would be a HUGE mistake to remove this incredibly important resource for our 
students. As a parent, I would not feel safe sending my child to a school where police 
aren't welcome. 
  



 
Andrea Hugmeyer 
If there's still time...I decided to just write it out (sorry to be so back-and-forth!):  
My name is Andrea Hugmeyer and I am writing tonight as a community member, 
advocate, and mother asking you to approve the proclamation of June as Pride month. 
At Willamette University, I often work closely with LGBTQ students. There is a 
noticeable difference between those students who have had a childhood where they've 
felt supported and valued and the students who have experienced more discrimination 
and less validation of their identities. Over the years, I have appreciated that Salem-
Keizer schools have prioritized holistic care of our children where teachers and 
administrators seek to support children knowing that their care fosters a positive 
educational path. As a mother, it is vital to our parenting that children know they are 
loved. By approving this proclamation, you help underscore that love making it known 
that our children are loved no matter what. At a time when kindness, diversity, 
education, and liberation are of utmost importance, please take this opportunity to 
demonstrate your commitment to our youth and let them know they are valued and 
celebrated in our community.  
  
  
Vicky Falcón Vázquez 
Dear Salem/Keizer School District; 
My name is Vicky Falcón Vázquez, I am a part of Mano a Mano Family Center, Latinos 
Unidos Siempre supporter and old member. I am a mother of a 16 year old student at 
McNary High School. I myself am a graduate of McNary, class of 2003. As a student of 
color during my time, school had many challenges. I have spoken in the past to the 
board about my experience and how funds and resources have not been used 
specifically for bilingual, English language learners, and students of color. As you can 
see not much has changed since then. I am saddened because during middle school at 
Whiteaker my son had to listen to comments such as “build a wall” and “go back to your 
country”. That was the beginning of a long road to healing his trauma of not belonging, 
feeling lonely, suffering anxiety and depression. During High School his state worsened 
and although his counselor and music director helped us in the beginning, I had to 
navigate with this struggle all on my own. He is finally in a better state, yet school had 
become a difficult environment to the point he didn’t want to attend school anymore. My 
son is intelligent and extremely talented in music. It broke my heart to know that school 
has its challenges to include and support my son in meaningful and intentional ways. I 
fully support LUS’s demands and in allocating those funds to teachers, case workers, 
psychologists and community organizations that can support ALL of us.  
  
  
Erica Wood 
I am saddened by the news of suggestion to remove or defund police in our schools. I 
am a parent of two middle school aged children in the Salem Keizer school district. This 
world we live in is a very scary place right now. School shootings, gangs, lack of 
parenting causing delinquent children are just a few of the reasons why our children 



need protection.  We employ specialized people called police to protect and serve our 
community.  Our children are our community!!   
Please do not use our children as a scapegoat or sacrifice their safety to address 
racism and hate in our country. That needs to be kept out of our schools PERIOD!  
I beg you to keep police in our schools to help keep our children, our future safe.  
  
  
Anthony Trask 
Dear Salem-Keizer School Board and Officials, 
 Removing Public Resource Officers from our schools would be detrimental to the safety 
and protection of the children in our schools. The overwhelming majority of families 
represented within the district think this is a horrible idea and puts students and staff at 
risk.  
 The removal of such officers from our district would cause my family to unenroll our 
children form the district as well as many other families, which would decrease funding 
from our schools, and have far reaching educational effects on students still enrolled.  
 My spouse works for the district in a school, and would also leave her position knowing 
that her employer was not concerned for her protection, or the protection of her 
coworkers, and the students they've devoted their lives to. 
  
  
Elliot P Groeneveld 
Please do NOT remove the school resource officers from the schools. They do an 
amazing job. We need to do what is best for the KIDS. Not what some police haters 
want to do.  
If you remove school resource officers you are putting MY KIDS in greater danger at 
OUR schools.  
  
  
Kim Scott 
I understand you are considering taking safety officers out of schools. I believe that is 
the worst thing you guys could do. NOT ALL POLICE OR SAFETY OFFICERS ARE 
BAD. There are more good officers then bad ones. Think of all the school shootings that 
have happened and the ones that have been deverted or the gangs incidents that that 
have been deverted from getting  worse from the officers being at the schools. I had 
kids that were in the Salem Keizer schools and they felt safer with the officers there. I  
believe there would be a lot more crime and bad situations without the the officers in 
schools. 
  
  
Allen Campora 
I strongly oppose and have concerns over the current request of removing school 
resource officers from our community schools and fear the action would bring harm to 
our precious kids and community. How can we have so quickly forgotten the high # of 
mass school shootings? School resource officers support vulnerable children and 
teachers serving the community from a shooter taking their innocent lives and need to 



remain in the schools. I firmly believe that a resource officer is a visible deterance in the 
school against such threats. Additionally, a resource officer can be a postive influence 
for all troubled kids to reach out to for help and direction in schools. Let's face it, our 
kids are NOT all innocent and I feel having a resource officer can aide in kids making 
good choices to overcome hardships and obstacles they are facing in a peaceful 
manner not in voilence towards others. 
I realize tragedies are not always avoidable and sometimes happen, but if a school 
district has taken measures and steps to best guard against such tragedies, then they 
have done their due diligence in protecting all children and teachers. If, on the other 
hand, the district does not do their due diligence and removes safety resource officers 
out of fear over a political climate, then they would not have exercised their due 
diligence and should be held accountable accordingly. 
Understanding the current political climate the superintendent and school board are 
facing, it's understandable to allow voices to be heard, even if the ideas being presented 
are completely absurd. Let’s look beyond the current emtional frenzy and not make any 
rash decisions in the heat of the moment that affects the health and safety of our kids 
and communities. Hear what is said but act in the best interest of the saftey of kids and 
communities you serve and continue to fund and employ school resource officers. 
Like my mother used to say, “Keep an open mind, but not so open your brains fall out.” 
  
  
Bridget Deal  
Hello, 
As a parent of a teen attending his senior year at mcnary this upcoming fall, I am 
seriously concerned about the possible decision to remove the valuable resource of 
these officers in our schools.  
The health and safety of our students and staff should be of the utmost importance. 
These resources were put into the schools for that reason and we cannot expect our 
teachers or administrators to take on even more in addition to their already overly 
demanding duties.  
I believe the officers are a necessary and positive presence in schools. If some do not 
believe this to be the case, then the goal should be to address the concerns and work 
toward improvements. This is not an all or nothing situation. The goal should be to 
ensure that all students and staff feel safe, always, with the resources in place who 
have the authority and training necessary to address and manage the issues that 
inevitably take place in schools, all of them.  
We are a community, all of us together, and as decision makers for policy and 
procedure I hope you vote to keep these officers in schools. 
  
  
Melodee Anderson 
Dear Salem Keizer School Board; 
Thank you so much for your diligence and hard work at providing leadership in a difficult 
environment and situation, all the while navigating the multiple points of views and 
needs within our community.  I am writing to you today as a parent of kids currently in 
the district (McNary High & Keizer Elementary) to urge you to honor our kids AND our 



local police department and vote to KEEP Safety Resource Officers in place within the 
schools in our district.  Police officers who work in this role are often a liaison between 
the two worlds of youth and authority.  Relationships and rapport built provide an 
opportunity for today’s youth to look forward and see a future for themselves.  A 
personal relationship with an officer can completely disarm the judgements that 
passively build from unfair representation in television, the news, current events and the 
complete infortune of an occasional “bad cop” such as the recent, heart wrenching 
current events.  Eliminating their position and role within our educational system sends 
a wrong and dangerous message.  
I also want to urge you, as leadership for our district, to do as much as you can to allow 
school sports to resume at the earliest possible date.   My husband and I have watched 
our boys flourish as they participate in team sports.  Our son Gavin, a senior this 
coming school year, found purpose and direction from being part of McNary’s football 
and wrestling teams.  We watch him work hard for his grades, work hard for his team, 
work hard for the potential college scholarship opportunities, to find ourselves along with 
all the other parents wondering if they’ll even get to play.  The discouragement he is 
experiencing over this real possibility is heartbreaking to watch.  I have written Governor 
Kate Brown and urged her to revise her decision.  The data is in, COVID is real, there is 
no doubt of that.  Notwithstanding, there is a lot of sickness and very little death, and the 
risk to Oregon’s youth, and Salem’s youth, is minimal.  We need to move forward and 
herd immunity happens when exposure happens.  Please, let them play.  The kids need 
it.   The parents need it.  Our state needs it.   
Thank you for hearing my viewpoint.  Please know that your thoughtful consideration 
and collective wisdom is valued, appreciated and respected 
  
  
Kyana Hughes  
Hello, 
I want to preface this by saying I am a mother of a black child and I am a huge 
supporter of the Black Lives Matter movement. We live in Marion County and my 
daughter goes to elementary school here. With that being said, I keep hearing and 
reading online that people are trying to get School Resource Officers removed from all 
Salem Keizer schools. That they are emailing the district demanding this change 
immediately. This is INSANE. I previously worked as a CPS worker at DHS. When I was 
with DHS I worked with all of the SROs in Marion County on almost a daily basis. They 
are all amazing and truly care about the kids in their schools. From personal experience 
SROs play a HUGE role in helping investigate child physical abuse and child sexual 
abuse. Unfortunately there are not enough kid crimes detectives so, when appropriate, 
cases will be assigned to the SRO to investigate. They go out with DHS and interview 
the children and the perpetrator. Sometimes they do the whole investigation, other times 
they will do the preliminary investigation and then it will get assigned to a detective. I 
have also had experiences where children are more comfortable disclosing abuse to 
their SRO because they are used to seeing that particular SRO in their school and the 
SRO has spent a great deal of time building rapport with all the children. In my 
experience they have built relationships with the kids and really care about their safety. 
SROs have been CRUCIAL in keeping kids safe in my personal experience both in my 



previous job and my job now.  If there weren’t SROs I’d be terrified to see how many 
cases of child abuse and sex abuse go undetected and unreported. I can’t speak for 
other counties or other states. But I absolutely can vouch for Marion County, Oregon’s 
SROs because I have seen the work they do - I have worked side by side with them to 
keep kids safe from horrible abuse that most people could never even imagine. I 
support #BlackLivesMatter.  support more training, accountability, and positive change. I 
support getting rid of bad officers but I DONT support getting rid of our good ones. 
PLEASE do your research before you make any drastic changes which will do nothing 
but cause damage to our kids.  
If you would like any more information please reach out to me. I’d love to share more 
about my positive interactions with these officers.  
  
  
Chris Forrette   
Hello,   
I would like to voice my concern on removing resource officers from the schools. We 
have 6 kids enrolled. If you remove the officers, we will remove our kids. I know many 
other parents feel the same way. Please do not jeopardize our kids safety in order to 
make a political statement. Student safety should always be your #1 priority.  
  
  
Tim Pratico 
AS A PARENT OF TWO CHILDREN IN THE SALEM KEIZER SCHOOL DISTRICT I 
AM MAKING MY VOICE HEARD!!! 
DO NOT, AGAIN DO NOT DEFUND POLICE AND RESOUCE OFFICERS!!!! 
POLICE ARE NEEDED, STOP TRYING TO CONVINCE THE PUBLUC THAT POLICE 
ARE BAD!!!!!!!!!!! 
THERE IS SOMETHING SERIOUSLY WRONG GOING ON HERE.... TEACHING OUR 
CHILDREN THAT POLICE ARE NOT NEEDED OR ARE BAD FOR THE COMMUNITY 
IS GOING TO DO MORE HARM THAN GOOD!  
I HAVE NEVER BEEN SO DISGUSTED AND SADDENED BY THE SALEM KEIZER 
SCHOOL DISTRICT AS I AM NOW!!! 
WAKE UP PEOPLE! OUR CHILDREN NEED US TO MAKE DECISIONS FOR THE 
MAJORITY NOT THE WEALTHY WHO HAVE HAD THE POWER AND CONTROL 
FOR SO MANY YEARS!!! 
The "silent majority" was first used to describe the vast amount of Americans who don't 
speak up about issues that concern them. That "silent majority" is letting the vocal 
minority over power them again. I posted a poll yesterday about Safety Resource 
Officers in the schools. It's overwhelmingly in favor of keeping them. YET....at last 
night's Salem Keizer School Board meeting, the "vocal minority" changed the direction 
of the meeting. Most of the testimony was in support of removing or defunding police, 
especially in the schools. If you live in the Salem Keizer School District, you MUST 
make your voice heard. The decision may be made on June 23rd.  
 
 



Brandon Joseph  
 Can you please explain the upside of removing police officers from our schools? I 
graduated from South Salem High School class of 09 and appreciated having the 
officers on site. They are friendly and pose no threat to the students.  
  
PROTECT OUR CHILDREN! If you remove this protection any bloodshed will be on 
your hands. I can almost see the articles now. 
  
Sincerely, 
Disappointed  
  
  
Crystal S  
 I honestly don't understand how you can even consider the extreme idiocy of removing 
officers from our schools.  Are school shootings not a thing anymore? 
Crystal Sherman  
 Tax payer 
  
 
Amy Wagnell 
 To Whom it May Concern, 
     It has come to my attention that there was a recent discussion about removing 
SRO's from the school. This is an unwise consideration as our teachers really depend 
on them to help with many difficult issues in the school and removing them would 
become a safety hazard both mentally, and physically, for many of our teachers and 
kids. Teachers are already understaffed and have way more children to work with than 
is often reasonable and, in addition to that, are given children with serious behavioral 
issues that do not have the home support to back the teacher and support him/her in 
classroom management. The community has seen a benefit to SRO's and removing 
them would cause major issues in the long-term. How can the students learn if they are 
constantly disrupted by one or two kids who rule the classroom setting and know there 
are no consequences or anything the teacher can do about it? How do you reasonably 
expect teachers to handle these kinds of situations? This will dramatically decrease the 
ability of teachers to provide quality education.  Please consider the long-term and how 
this will seriously impact teachers, kids, education and overall well-being. If you go 
through with this decision you will most likely cause many teachers to resign. Lets not 
add more to an already overwhelming start to the school due to the COVID crises. Many 
kids have been through a very difficult three months and we need SRO's now more than 
ever.  
  
        This is not what our community as a whole wants.  
  
Best Regards,  
Amy Wagnell 
  
  



Amos Hathway 
 Dear School board, 
My daughter is a sophomore at Sprague High School. I just heard that you are making 
the very needless, misguided, politically motivated, and without any merit decision to 
remove all security and safety in our schools. It amazes me that ironically a minority of 
parents or people who may not even have kids in school could sway the second largest 
school district in Oregon. Just a few short months ago we were consumed with school 
shootings and safety, we have kids walking out of schools to protest the state of our 
schools. Now we are taking about making schools a virtual shooting gallery. You wont 
allow trained teachers to carry firearms and now you want to take SRO and behavior 
specialists out of schools. This is the most illogical misguided plan I have ever heard. It 
is total hypocrisy, we already are losing our police departments now we want to loose 
teachers because they dont feel safe.  
I strongly protest this plan of action. 
  
A very concerned parent. 
Amos Hathway 
  
  
Sarah McConville 
 Dear Salem Keizer Representatives, 
 I was very disturbed by the thought of even tossing around the idea of removing the 
SROS from our schools. I have children that I am already terrified to send to school due 
to school shootings. Taking these positions out of schools would mean it would be 
easier for more school shootings to happen. Not to mention they school police are there 
to grow a relationship with the kids to let them know they are safe and can be trusted. 
Our children need these people in our schools for safety. It is already bad enough that 
you have taken away all normalcy from these children. They are suffering from anxiety 
and depression. Putting them back in school 2 days a week and not being able to see or 
touch a single thing will only hurt them more. Not to mention children are not affected by 
the virus! 
  I am already on the fence about keeping my kids in school this next year due to the 
new guidelines but if you take the SROs out then I am 100% unenrolling my children 
and will never put them back in. I 100% do not support this! 
  
 
Katherine Pitman 
Please don't defund the police in schools. I am not a parent of a school aged child, mine 
is only 9 months but I live next to a school, Richmond Elementary and I know how 
creepy this neighborhood is. Just yesterday while walking my baby I was accosted for 
the third time in less than two weeks by an alcoholic homeless man demanding I buy 
him beer. I should hate to think of him being able to make his way into the school and 
do whatever it takes to get himself another alcohol fix. I've heard video cameras will also 
be defunded and I am here to beg you not to do that either. When I was in high school a 
fellow student got stabbed. No one believed him until they saw it on the video camera. 
They were able to identify the student who did it and bring about justice. 



Don't make any rash decisions based on the raised emotions going on right now. 
Everyone is under a lot of pressure because of the coronavirus lock down and needing 
an outlet. We can't attack a virus for taking away our jobs, keeping us away from our 
friends, and limiting our movements so we'll get mad at the police because a couple 
police have been unwise in their actions. 
  
  
Sheila Gebhardt 
 Let me go on record that I do not think its a good idea to remove our Safety Resource 
Officers. My girls that just wrapped up four years at McKay felt safer having our SRO's 
and as a parent I did too. There is so many reasons to keep them in the schools and not 
enough reasons to be letting them go. The safety of our students should come first and 
it's money very well spent.  
 
Tim O'Donnell 
 I am writing as a citizen, not as an employee of the Marion County DA's office, and all 
opinions expressed herein - while certainly influenced by my work - are my own and do 
not reflect the opinions or positions of the Marion County DA's office, the elected DA, or 
otherwise anyone other than myself.  
 
That being said, I am writing to express my support for retaining School Resource 
Officers (SRO's). 
  
In a tumultuous time of race relations in the very real backdrop of centuries of 
institutional racism, it's easy to look at other districts in other states, or even Portland 
Public Schools, and think immediately that their approach must be the approach we 
take as well to address the very real issue of institutional racism. While on some issues 
it may be of benefit to learn from others approaches, it would be a tragic loss in the 
Salem Keizer school districts as a response to SRO's.  
 
SRO's serve a valuable role in our schools. They serve as a frontline asset to connect 
all students, including students of color, with local police agencies in a positive manner, 
building relationships with students that will carry-on beyond school, fostering a sense 
of community between students turned citizens and police agencies. It is invaluable to 
have opportunities for all students to have such connections to better bridge the gap 
between police agencies and the communities they serve. Police officers should not be 
only someone you see when things go wrong, but someone you have a relationship with 
as an institution as well as with individuals. SRO's help form that connection.  
  
On that note, what I see SRO's doing in schools is far more than what most people may 
understand. They serve as an extremely important outlet for students to report physical 
and sexual abuse. I have known MANY SRO's who were the ones that students were 
comfortable to make these reports to; reports that would not otherwise likely have been 
made. Furthermore, SRO's work in various partner groups such as the Student Threat 
Assessment Team and Sexual Incident Response Committee, actively helping to keep 
kids out of the delinquency court system by working with those community partners on 



alternative resolutions. SRO's spend as much time, if not more, trying to prevent 
students from entering the delinquency system than they do trying to funnel them in.  
  
This is all an aside to the general safety efforts they provide to assist school staff who 
aren't trained or equipped to get directly involved in physical altercations. Hiring private 
security would not bandaid this loss.  
  
Nevertheless, that safety component is hardly the primary factor one ought to consider 
in whether to retain SRO's. As noted above, their community presence is more about 
fostering connections and prevention than it is anything to do with a fast track to the 
prison pipeline or intimidation of students. With additional training and learning 
opportunities for officers, and more guided and focused programming connecting them 
with students, police agencies and schools can work towards furthering police agencies 
as part of the communities they serve by teaching both youth and officers how to 
interact.   
  
I feel we would be surrendering a powerful community resource to acquiesce to a "one 
size fits all" approach of removing ALL SRO's. While that certainly is appropriate in 
many communities, I strongly believe it would not help the Salem/Keizer community 
repair institutional racism - rather it would further "us vs. them" the situation by taking 
away a group that has done so much to bridge those gaps in our community.  
  
Thank you for your time and considerations,  
  
  
Kristin Andersen 
 To Whom It May Concern: 
I am a teacher at Sprague and I want to say that I find the SRO’s extremely necessary 
and helpful in schools.  I feel confident that I can speak with the SRO in confidence or 
ask a silly question.  Our SRO is visible to the kids, he is in the hallways between 
classes and he is always happy to chat with kids and staff.  In these times, I do not want 
to teach in a high school without an SRO.  Thanks. 
  
  
Kevin Wise 
 To Whom It May Concern, 
I am writing to voice my concern about the attempt to remove SROs from our school 
buildings.  I believe this is the most ridiculous and insane idea that could possibly 
happen!!  I, in no way, condone what has happened across our country with some bad 
police officers!  Unfortunately their actions shine a bad light on the 99.9% of the officers 
that do amazing work.  As with education, our police forces are underfunded and 
overworked.  All of us are continually asked to do more and more, but the funding, 
training, and other resources are not keeping up with the demands.  The SROs in our 
schools take care of the things that our school staff are not trained to take care of, and 
quite frankly, do not have time to take care of at the risk of the other 2,000 plus students 



in our buildings.  Please do not let the actions of a few bad police officers ruin what 
these amazing SROs do in our school buildings!!  
  
Thank you for your time!!   
  
  
Dan Kohler  
 SK School board, 
  
I’ve had six children attend Whitaker MS and McNary HS.  I have a grandson who will 
be a freshman at McNary this September.  I gotten to know several of the SRO’s over 
the years.  My family is much better off due to the efforts of these good folks. 
 Let the teachers teach, the administrators do their thing and let the SRO help maintain 
a reasonable and safe environment for the students. 
  
Few will in understand the challenges avoided because of the kindness and guidance 
given by the caring and dedicated SRO.  They are a great asset that give much great 
benefit than most think. 
  
I support SRO’s 
 
Kendall Smith 
 To whom it may concern, 
  
The SROs at our schools are essential for our kids safety. This is often our first contact 
for DHS, or for a safety concern, trainings on lock down procedures or questions about 
suspected abuse. They work closely with our kids, our staff and especially our 
counselors. We need these wonderful people to help our school run the safest way 
possible.  
  
The fact that we, as teachers and young children, have to practice lock down drills 
should be reason enough to keep them. Please do not cut this position. Teachers, 
children, and administrators are already taking on more than we can handle, we have 
the right to feel safe too.  
  
  
Jonathan Williams  
 Superintendent Perry and Respected Members of the Board, 
  
I was notified the Board had solicited the testimony about the presence of SROs in 
schools.  My personal experience with SROs has always been positive.  I personally 
feel safer knowing that an officer is nearby.  However, this isn’t the time for my personal 
retroflection upon my experiences.  I have had mostly good experiences with police 
officers my entire life.  What we are called to do at this time is to talk directly with the 
people that have had bad experiences with officers based solely on the color of their 
skin.  Soliciting the testimony of group members that exist within the privileged in-group 
seems to be counter-productive.    



 
We need perspective.  I spent years in manufacturing and quality assurance prior to 
becoming a teacher.  In order to remain objective in our quality process it was 
necessary to perform audits on the effectiveness of certain processes within the 
manufacturing stream.  I know that the manufacturing analogy is cliché and rather 
horribly misapplied to education frequently, however audits are not applied frequently 
enough in general.  One of my colleagues suggested that we speak only of what we 
know about our district but autochthony is a double edged sword.  It will get us “by-in” 
from those that were a part of the formation of it, but it also limits our perspectives.  I 
haven’t had a chance to email Peggy Seneger Morrison about all of the resources 
available and our systems already in play, but there-in lays the problem.  If we are 
ignorant of the systems we are being asked to promote or deny the outcome is already 
out of our control.  Also, if we rely on our representatives to make those decisions for us 
without a new evaluation of our system in light of new perspectives then I’m afraid we 
will reach the same conclusions that initiated the current systems.  If those systems are 
no longer accurate, useful, or valid then we made the wrong decision. 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration.  I wish you the best of luck finding the 
perspectives that need to be heard, and developing a responsible system that requires 
continuous improvement and evaluation. 
  
  
Daniel Murray 
 Please do not get rid of our SRO! We have counselors to handle situations but those 
really important issues need to be handled by the police. And a school that has 1700 
kids needs to have a resource officer present.  
  
 
Ivis Ordonez  
This is a note in support of school resource officers. I am a tax paying citizen of Salem, 
living in the Candeleria neighborhood. I am a (Hispanic) mother of two boys who will be 
starting public school soon. 
When there is a problem (perceived or real) in a community, the solution should never 
be to separate individuals and further that divide. Bringing people together gives them 
an opportunity to learn from another. We should be committed to creating more positive 
intersection points between police and the community. We should support programs 
where police can interact with children and teenagers in a constructive and positive way 
(i.e. D.A.R.E and PAL). Leaving resource officers in school is one way to increase 
awareness, understanding, and respect between police and the community. Our 
children are the future, if we instill fear and hate in them towards police, will things ever 
get better? Are you pushing for unity through understanding or are you pushing to 
alienate police and deepen the mistrust?   
[Notice how children act around pets when they’ve never had one. If a child has never 
seen a dog, he will very likely be fearful of dogs. But if a child is raised surrounded by 
dogs, he will learn how to respect and live in harmony with dogs.] 



It is important that we preserve the safety of our children first and foremost. Over the 
last 10 years there has been at least 180 shootings at K-12 schools across the US. 
School shootings were just recently a sobering truth and no type of community was 
spared. I understand that Covid and the introduction of remote school has momentarily 
alleviated this stress, but it would be irresponsible to believe that the threat is 
permanently gone. Once schools resume under normal circumstances our children are 
at risk once more. 
In the United States, more than 4 children die from child abuse and neglect on a daily 
basis and 2.9 million cases of child abuse are reported every year in the U.S. Child 
abuse is not a perceived threat to our children, it is a real threat supported by factual 
data. Officers are mandatory reporters of sexual and physical abuse. They are trained 
to notice the signs of abuse in children and can intervene. Children deserve to be 
surrounded by MORE adults who are dedicated to their safety and well-being, not less. 
The children should not be victims of a political movement that paints all police with a 
broad brush. If we listen to that narrative, then aren’t we just as bad as the people who 
stereotype Blacks and Hispanics? I trust that as law makers and appointed officials you 
are assessing all issues objectively. There’s a rule in business- the 80/20 rule. Don’t 
make policies and procedures that address the 20% of situations, we should make laws, 
policies, and procedures based on what happens 80% of the time. Having police in 
schools are more a benefit than they are a detriment to our communities.  
 
 
Jeannine Collins 
 I think the police should stay in the schools for multiple reasons.  
1. Police presence can help create a positive relationship between police and students. 
It provides an opportunity for police to create relationships with students as students 
can get to know the police officers, learn about being an officer as a profession, and 
facilitate an environment where students see police as protectors and servants of the 
community. Familiarity between students and police officers creates a relationship 
where students grow up knowing police officers are there to help, are not scary as 
media and entertainment would like us to believe, and are someone they can turn to 
when in need or in trouble. Police are not scary, they are there to protect.  
2. Protection. With the world as it is today and as it is going, a police presence can help 
protect our youth from anyone trying to harm the students, faculty, or the school. I, as a 
parent and former teacher, see a police presence as nothing but positive for the overall 
safety of our students as well as their mental and physical well being. I feel safer in the 
school and I feel my children are safer with police in the schools.  
Instead of removing police officers from schools, why wouldn’t we just make sure that 
the officers in the schools are trained correctly for the position and challenges they may 
face while in the schools.  
Removing the police, removes a layer of protection our children have in what should be 
a safe environment. It would also create more of a distance between students and 
police officers making police officers feel even more as an unknown and breaking down 
that relationship.   
Please consider the preceding points. Do not remove the police presence in Salem -
Keizer Schools.  



  
 
Cynthia Haddad 
 I wanted to have my voice heard on the subject of pulling resource officers out of 
schools. 
I have had my kids in the schools here for 25 years. I have a 9 year old that attends 
Cummings right now. My thought is that my kids do not interact with police officers in 
their daily lives, which is a good thing. However, this is how my children built 
relationships with law enforcement officers and learned to trust the police. My kids have 
learned that they are real people and they are friendly. The officers make my kids feel 
safe in a very scary world. I feel better knowing that an officer is not far away if needed 
at the schools. If we have to go to the regular police force for problems through regular 
dispatch, that tells me that this is not a quick response time. I ask you to keep the 
officers in the schools. Please consider this.  
  
 
Mari Stebner 
 I am a high school teacher and have also taught middle school in Salem Keizer. I think 
it is very important that we keep SROs in our schools. We live in a world where we 
practice lock downs, have students who have been barred from seeing parents for 
safety issues, and have students who engage in illegal activities. While teachers and 
administrators do all they can, having am SRO makes us safer and better able to 
educate our students because of this. 
 Thank you for asking for feedback. 
  
 
Linds Adam Reed 
 Hello, 
 It’s critical that we absolutely do NOT remove our resource officers. And if we do, I’ll 
happily remove myself from any involvement in Salem Keizer Public Schools. Make the 
right choice - let the kids be kids, please. Protect their security, and let them play and 
learn. Prepared that this won’t be the outcome, yet hopeful you’ll do the right thing. 
Thanks for listening. 
  
 
Linds Adam Reed 
 To whom it may concern, 
 I just wanted to make sure the school board knows that if the presence of salem 
police/school resource officers is cut or reduced from Salem/Keizer school district, I will 
be unenrolling my four children and placing them in private school. Thankfully, I have 
that option. I know MANY other parents who feel the same way. They just aren’t the 
loud minority who attend your school board meetings. School shootings have been 
down with the greater presence of police officers in schools in the last couple years and 
I would like it to stay that way. 
  
 



Adam Reed 
 My family and I do not want you to remove school resource officers. These officers are 
necessary for the safety and health of our kids. My family pays a lot of money in taxes 
to ensure that all kids have the protection and help from these officers. Please 
thoughtfully consider the negative ramifications of removing/defunding these officers. 
Racking up political points for removing officers is not worth selling our youth short. Do 
the right thing! 
  
 
Anonymous 
 I would just like to let the school district know that if my four children are not physically 
in their schools 5 full days a week, I will be unenrolling them.  
They need PE, music and recess. No exceptions. 
If teachers/staff are wearing masks; if children are required to stay 6 feet away from 
their friends; if school resembles a concentration camp in ANY way, I will not be sending 
my them.  I have an incoming kindergartener and this will not be his first experience with 
public school.  
We will NOT be doing any kind of distance learning. It was a disaster. My children who 
have loved and thrived in school, now hate the thought of school. I will not be wasting 
anymore of their precious time.   
I hope you take the time to read the article below. This is one of MANY out there. 
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/no-child-known-to-have-passed-on-
coronavirus-to-adults-global-study-finds/ar-BB13qi2t?ocid=sf 
  
 
Kristen Baugher 
 I strongly disagree with removing police officers or any security officers out of our 
schools. My three children attend elementary, middle and high school in the Salem 
Keizer School District. 
  
I am very concerned for their safety and security without the officers. If these officers 
are removed I will consider un enrolling my children from this school district. 
  
When I asked my son what he thought of his high school resource officer he said “they 
are our friends, they are cool people that check in with us.” He was concerned to hear 
they may be removed. 
  
Removing school resource officers does not build a bridge it tears it down. Find ways to 
better train and collaborate instead. 
  
Please consider all options before making this change. 
  
 
Marci Humlie 
 SKSC Superintendent and School Board: 
We need to keep our SRO's.   



As a Security Specialist at McNary High School, I’ve found that having an SRO on 
campus is invaluable.  Not only the level of safety and protection he affords our students 
and staff members, but our community as well.    
I fear that if we lose our SRO's, the school board and school district can be opening 
themselves up to lawsuits and a decrease in safety to staff and students.    In a school 
our size we have every demographic reflective of the city of Keizer, from the right 
standing to the very challenging and those not compliant.  Having an SRO on campus is 
akin to community policing.   
One our greatest tools is developing a positive relationship with our most difficult 
students.  This enables a better opportunity for de-escalation to occur in a crisis 
situation.  Because Officer Zavala is our SRO, he’s acutely aware of who these students 
are, what their triggers are and how to interact with them.  Especially when a 
circumstance escalates to the point that Security and the Behavior Team needs to bring 
in Law Enforcement.  If we didn’t have an SRO, we would need to contact Patrol or 911 
for assistance, which we indeed have done, but they wouldn’t have the same insight 
that Officer Zavala has and outcomes could result in more arrests.   
These are some of the benefits that an SRO provides: 

• The SRO interacts with students and staff, develops relationships, and knows the 
students and their triggers.  The SRO is able to de-escalate situations since he 
knows the students. 

• Students and staff bring problems to the SRO (domestic issues, theft, safety 
issues, etc.), and they feel comfortable doing so, because they know the SRO. 
The SRO provides advice and help to the students. 

• The SRO responds to mandatory reports. 
• The SRO is part of STAT, SIRC, the behavior team and the safety committee, 

and Level 1 and 2 Threat Assessment teams. The SRO knows law enforcement 
and can give these groups accurate legal information, allowing the team to more 
successfully do their valuable work. 

• The SRO is a constant, consistent supporter or safety and protection on campus.  
• The SRO responds to unruly adults. 
• The SRO sees who comes and goes, and can respond instantly to an intruder or 

someone who wishes to do harm. 
• The SRO works with runaways, and can reunite these students with their 

parents. 

Without an SRO, the safety of the staff and students is diminished. 

• We lose the benefits I’ve listed, above. 
• Law enforcement will still be called for challenging issues.   The officers who 

show up do not know our students like an SRO would.  They don’t understand 
the triggers or background of our students, and will react to what they see without 
this background knowledge. 

• There would be public knowledge that there is no police presence on campus.   
Anyone who wishes to do harm to us will have this knowledge and will come at 
us with this advantage. 



• Our kids will not have this resource to help with their problems.   We have other 
resources, but often a law enforcement resource is the best resource for their 
needs. 

Our school’s SRO is a valuable resource, that keeps our students and staff safer and 
more secure.   We need SROs on our campuses.   Please keep SROs on our school 
campuses for the benefit of all students and staff.  
  
 
Kelly Young 
 Hello All.      
I am a parent to 7 kids and 5 have them have been thru SK schools and graduated from 
McNary.   I still have 2 that attend schools here.  I have one son that we adopted and 
has some major health and behavior issues.   He is well known within the district for 
being a very complicated young man.  We have found many teachers that understand 
him along with some very caring IAs.  There have been multiple times where the SRO 
needed to be called so that other children or teachers would be safe. The officers that 
were called knew of my son and always helped the staff in the calming of my son.   
They also helped keep my son safe when he would run from the school.  After my son 
left Whiteaker he missed Officer Prall and wanted to contact him and tell him how well 
he was doing at BIC.  He now attends McNary and has met with Officer Zavala and has 
made a connection with him,   I truly believe that with all the challenges that our world is 
facing that we need the SRO at our schools.   Not just for negative things but also for 
the kids to make that extra connection that they might not have at home....I know when 
my son sees an officer that he already has a connection with that he is excited and will 
ask for help if needed. 
  
 
Mick Bryson 
 I am writing in support of keeping SRO’s in our schools for the following reasons: 
-they help us enforce school rules and the laws of our community 
-by having SRO’s visible in our schools, it helps develop positive relationships with the 
student community 
 
Removing SRO’s can have the following effect upon our community: 
-deepen the divide between law enforcement and the community 
-does not help our community heal 
-can lead to further division and stereotyping of law enforcement 
-sets a poor example of how to solve problems within our community 
(The best example we can set is to humbly roll up our sleeves and calmly work on 
solutions together!) 
Finally, just because Portland did something doesn’t mean we need to copy them. 
  
 
Josie Alexander 
 Once again the loudest most fact-less voices win. SRO are a must in schools, Police 
are a must in communities...YES we need SRO they are needed to build a bridge. It is a 



fact that these vital positions reduce crime & have the ability to build positive 
relationships 
  
When did commonsense & reason leave your decision making capabilities ? 
  
 
Tina Lottis 
 PLEASE vote to KEEP  Security/Police Officers in our schools.  Don’t be swayed by 
politics.  I can’t believe this is even up for debate.  WE NEED TO PROTECT OUR 
CHILDREN AND OUR TEACHERS.  PLEASE do the right thing! 
  
 
Angela Haragan 
 To put it simply: DO NOT TAKE RESOURCE OFFICERS OUT OF SCHOOL! If 
 there is a problem with our school resource officers and minority students, it should be 
proven & addressed on its merits with the policies or specific officers 
 themselves. Our kids are not an experiment and they need to be protected at school. 
  
My kids have all told me that the school resource officers make them feel more safe at 
school & that they would feel unsafe if the resource officers were removed. My friend 
who is a teacher told me she thinks our schools actually need more resource officers, 
definitely not less. Our kids and teachers deserve to be protected and feel safe at 
school. 
  
Also as a parent of 3 kids in Salem Public Schools, I realize you have to operate within 
the boundaries provided by the governor, OHA, ODE, etc. But please employ parents in 
helping to determine how to customize the newly released blueprints to each school in 
Salem. They are OUR kids and we need to have a say in it. And it's not wrong to stand 
up and say "this doesn't work for us." State government is not the end-all of knowledge. 
They're flawed people, too, and may not have considered the ramifications of their 
actions. Educate them on how it is in the real world of actually teaching kids! 
  
This is not a political thing, so please don't marginalize people who see things this way 
as invalid. To "other" us in this way ensures that the outcomes are not equitable, 
diverse, or prudent.  
  
 
Kelly Young  
 I am a parent to 7 kids and 5 have them have been thru SK schools and graduated 
from McNary.   I still have 2 that attend schools here.  I have one son that we adopted 
and has some major health and behavior issues.   He is well known within the district for 
being a very complicated young man.  We have found many teachers that understand 
him along with some very caring IAs.  There have been multiple times where the SRO 
needed to be called so that other children or teachers would be safe. The officers that 
were called knew of my son and always helped the staff in the calming of my son.   
They also helped keep my son safe when he would run from the school.  After my son 
left Whiteaker he missed Officer Prall and wanted to contact him and tell him how well 



he was doing at BIC.  He now attends McNary and has met with Officer Zavala and has 
made a connection with him,   I truly believe that with all the challenges that our world is 
facing that we need the SRO at our schools.   Not just for negative things but also for 
the kids to make that extra connection that they might not have at home....I know when 
my son sees an officer that he already has a connection with that he is excited and will 
ask for help if needed. 
  
 
Anne Smalley 
 We MUST KEEP SRO's in the schools for the safety and security of ALL students.  DO 
NOT take them out. 
  
 
Sharon Ludviksen 
 To whom it may concern. 
 I disagree with removing the RSO officers. There are too many problems in our schools 
and often times no one can or will take care of it from bullying to threats. I can’t say too 
much since we just moved to Salem a few months ago when schools were shutdown. 
We came from a very small school district and you were unable to enter anywhere on 
the grounds without knowing codes or administration letting you in. I feel it’s always 
better to be safe than sorry later. 
  
 
Louis Downey 
 My name is Louis Downey. I live in Salem. I served 7 years in the Army, worked as a 
Police Officer, a Corrections Officer at Oregon State penitentiary and now have been 
serving Salem Keizer School District as a Security Specialist for 8 years.  
It's been a joy and an honor coming to work every day, watching kids develop and 
knowing that they are a little safer because I'm there. 
The school says that security for our students is of the highest priority. I have always 
agreed with this and as a parent of a student myself, I want safety and security to be the 
first priority. 
Every staff member from custodian, teacher, counselor etc., has a specific role to play. 
It ultimately should come together for the benefit and success of our students.  
Knowing what I know about law enforcement and the victim selection process by 
preditory criminals, if we  remove the SRO, the students and staff will be at greater risk.  
I hear much about the emotional distress and discomfort that some students claim to 
experience due to the presence of a Police Officer. Whether these accounts are based 
on facts, feelings or a combination of both, it will be less important if someone intent on 
causing great harm decides to strike our children knowing that there will be noone there 
to stop him. 
The world is full of struggles. We as human beings will always have some level of 
conflict and disagreements. While we are alive for a very short time we strive to improve 
our experience and pursue happiness. The big picture however,  is that life is precious, 
life is short. When it's over, it's over. I can not bare the thought of intentionally removing 



the wall of safety and security we have in place to protect the students under the worst 
case scenario.  
If the SRO is removed, nothing good will come from it. I predict that when the novelty 
wears off, the climate within the schools will deteriorate.  
I suggest we as a family continue to fight for what is important. Stay true to our values. 
At times agree to disagree peacefully but under no circumstances remove the umbrella 
of physical safety which is provided by the SRO.  
We can add more counselors and other resources to benefit the students but nobody 
can provide the safety and protection needed when words wont work.  
I know the SRO I have worked with for years. I know he would do anything to keep the 
kids safe. I mean anything.  
  
 
Adam Blake 
 Those are MY KIDS in school, and the decisions you make affect them.  When you 
remove SROs from schools, you are removing the rule of law. 
Put it to a vote.  NOT A VOTE OF THE PEOPLE, BUT A VOTE OF THE PARENTS. 
  
 
Kristine Blake 
Hi there, 
I know that Portland Public Schools is removing police officers (Safety Resource 
Officers) from schools. 
  
If this idea is being considered for Salem/Keizer School district I would urge that we do 
NOT follow PPS, and I encourage SKPS to make the decision for SRO's to remain all 
our school levels. 
I am asking this from a unique position in that I had a child who attend McKay High 
School that was considered a threat. My son was in a bad place, and no matter how 
much we as parents tried to help, we could not reach him. However, the SRO staff at 
McKay was able to not only interact with my son in a way that kept the school safe, they 
were also able to reach him on a personal level and they helped support my son, which 
really brought him back to a positive decision making pattern and set the path for him to 
graduate. The SRO staff were not only strong authority figures, but they also were able 
to connect as friends and mentors. I cannot express how thankful we are for their 
impact in his life. 
I know many families rely on the SRO's to help keep their children safe when they are 
being bullied or harassed. You may hear from many of them over the next several days 
and weeks as decisions are made on how to provide support to the schools in the fall 
and for school years to come. I wanted to offer the flip side as perspective, as another 
viewpoint on why these officers should remain as invaluable and very appreciated staff 
of the schools. 
  
  
Anita VanderMolen  
 To All Concerned: 
 Our School Resource Officers are an integral part of our school district and schools. I 



work in a middle school and the presence of the SRO is a positive influence on our 
students and staff. 
  
They are here in emergency situations, help when needed as an extra adult to monitor 
the halls, a friendly face and sounding board to the kids who are exposed to a negative 
home environment or are having problems at school with other students. 
  
They help the faculty and staff in classes as special speakers talking about how and 
why they became police officers and in health classes explaining the affects of drug and 
alcohol abuse. 
  
They are a resource for the legal ramifications of a student’s behavior. 
  
They are the subject matter experts in an area none of the staff can fill. They have 
resources the school district cannot provide. The school security specialists are also 
integral in schools but they are not SROs. They do not have the same training as police 
officers. 
  
The immediate access of the SRO makes students and staff feel safe, important, 
validated, and that they have a friend they can trust in a time of need. 
  
Also the SRO is a voice of reason and gives students/staff the hard truth when it’s 
needed to be heard. 
  
The SRO is a positive influence in the school. To remove them is a huge mistake. 
Safety will be compromised in schools and homes. 
  
Their presence goes beyond the walls of the school. 
  
I consider our SRO a friend at all times and has the best interests in mind for our 
school, students, their families, and staff members. 
  
I am sure it’s not easy being an SRO at times, but they do it because they care about 
our kids. It’s a labor of love, sometimes tough love. 
  
Personally, I appreciate the SRO in our school. I see how the kids respect him and 
enjoy seeing him in the hallways. I see high-5s, joking, and a sense of peace with the 
SRO in our school. 
 
Don’t kick them out. 
  
 
April Davis 
 I am a concerned parent living in South Salem with a young man preparing to enter 
high school next year. I am asking, no BEGGING, the Salem/Keizer school board to 
make the right decision and continue to fund and support school resource officers. 



These officers make a huge impact on our students by providing positive role models. 
They introduce the uniform to a younger generation and with that introduction comes an 
understanding that these men and women with a badge are there to help you. The 
officers are present to answer questions, provide support, and give the students a 
sense of safety and security.  
In these difficult times, it's vital that our students have access to these officers to see 
that they are human beings just like them. These officers develop relationships with the 
kids and can assist with bullying, problems at home, etc.  
In the unfortunate event of violence or other emergency on campus, these officers are 
already on scene to assist and de-escalate, keeping our students safer sooner. 
It would be a HUGE mistake to remove this incredibly important resource for our 
students. As a parent, I would not feel safe sending my child to a school where police 
aren't welcome.  
Thank you for your time.  
  
 
Dustin Caldwell 
 I’ll keep this short and sweet, if you pull officers from the schools I will pull all of my kids 
and we will bring them home to be educated and protected. 
  
  
Alison Campbell  
 I am writing today in support of keeping School Resource Officers in Salem-Keizer 
Schools. 
My name is Alison.  I am a mother of two daughters, who attend Gubser Elementary, in 
Keizer.  I wanted to type this email, because I am unable to attend (or stream) the board 
meeting today, but I feel it is important for the board to hear from someone like me. 
I grew up in the Thurston community, in Springfield, Oregon.  On May 20th, 1998 I was 
14yrs old and a classmate named Kip Kinkel had brought a gun to school and was 
facing expulsion.  That night he shot and killed both of his parents, at home.  On the 
morning of May 21st, he drove himself to school, and just a few minutes before 8am, he 
shot and killed Ben Walker outside the back door to the cafeteria.  My sister and I had 
just arrived at school.  At about this time I was standing just a few feet from the front of 
the cafeteria talking with friends when we heard popping sounds, and our lives changed 
that day.  We stood there watching as students were running from those sounds and 
fleeing the cafeteria, running down the breezeways.  We were in shock, trying to 
process what we were watching, when we saw one student run in front of us with blood 
on his arm and shirt.  And then another.  And that’s when we realized what was 
happening, and just then one of my friends began yelling “Run!” And we (this small 
group of 14/15 yr old girls) turned and ran.  She was behind me the whole way, yelling 
“Run!  We were running in the same direction as the students running from the 
cafeteria.  I can still hear her yelling to the kids we passed at their lockers, unaware of 
the events that just unfolded “Run! Run! Don’t look back! Just keep running!”  There 
was a couple hundred of us students who ran all the way down the breezeways, and 
into the Junior parking lot where we all stood there.  Confused.  Talking.  Trying to make 
some sense of what just happened.  Who was it?  Kip?  I know him.  Could there be 



others?  Why is this happening?  This doesn’t happen here.  After just a minute or two, 
we were told the gunman, Kip, might have left the cafeteria so we were told to go into 
the nearest classroom until given other instructions.  My first period class was nearby, I 
ran in, the teacher wasn’t there, a couple students were in there already.  Commotion, 
and talking.  I went up to the teacher’s telephone, and called home.  My mom answered, 
she already knew what had happened.  We made plans to meet at the 7-eleven on the 
corner, because we already saw the news vans and the ambulances flooding down the 
street.  Two friends came with me, and we left.  My mom whisked us away, and 
dropped each girl off at their houses, before we went home.  She kept asking me where 
my sister was.  All I knew was she walked toward the cafeteria.  It would be almost 1pm 
before we would know anything.  I sat in front of the TV, in our front room, watching the 
news, and looking outside.  My mom was on the phone with different friends of ours 
who worked in the school district, or with a connection to staff at the school, to try to get 
information.  Was she in a classroom for lockdown?  Was she stuck in the senior 
parking lot?  Was she on the injured list?  Or worse?  At about 1pm, my sister pulled up 
and walked in the house.  She had been in the girls’ locker room, and was walking back 
to the cafeteria when the shooting began.  She was, pushed into the gym for lockdown.   
In the aftermath of the Thurston High School shooting, there is a lot that is a blur.  What 
I do remember was returning to school the following week.  The emotions I felt, the 
outpouring of love and support from family, and the community as a whole.  I remember 
talk, amongst friends that Kip had told a couple friends what he wanted to do.  But no 
one said anything, to an adult.  I also remember Fall 1998, returning to school and 
meeting Office Patterson.  He was the resource officer assigned to our school, from the 
Springfield Police Department.  He was a fabulous officer.  He was there for many 
years, I think he took a new position in the police department sometime around 2004 or 
2005.  I never had any negative interactions with him.  He knew how to be goofy and 
fun with students, but also knew when to be serious. I knew a couple “troubled” 
classmates, and heard their stories of their interactions with him.  All of it was positive.  I 
remember thinking, as I got older, “What might have happened if Kip had met him?  
What might have happened if we had a resource office at our school before May 21st, 
1998?” 
What I do know is that when my children go through active shooter drills/lockdowns at 
school, I think about how I never had to do those in school.  When I hear there are 
resource officers from the city’s police department at McNary high school, as a parent of 
future McNary students and a high school shooting survivor, I feel it’s one more thing 
which will help my children be safe from violence, at school.  I don’t want to feel the way 
my mom and dad did, afraid and concerned and heartbroken over the safety of two of 
their children’s lives/well-being.  And wishing there was more prevention/intervention 
and interaction that the school, or police could have had in Kip’s life, not only leading up 
to but also on that day. 
Please keep these first responders in our schools to help educate and protect our 
children. They are some children's first or only interactions with law enforcement. And 
from my experiences have been positive. 
Thank you for consideration of my thoughts. 
I hope this addendum email finds my original/first email sent in, today at approximately 
4:49pm 6/23/2020. 



In my haste to send my email for public comment, I failed to include a portion of my 
recounting of my experience of the Thurston High School shooting I survived. The 
important facts I did not intend to omit:  
*** 
During the shooting, Mikael Nickolauson was also shot and killed in the cafeteria, as 
well as 25 classmates were shot and injured. 
*** 
I wanted to ensure these facts were included, and that you know I did not intend to 
leave these facts out. I was trying to keep my email closer to the 3 minute reading mark. 
Also this is the first time I have publicly shared my story-but even more so-the first time I 
have publicly shared a portion from my account of my story. 
  
Kathleen Berry 
 I am not in favor of cutting the Police presence at the schools. I feel especially with the 
violence and bullying being acted upon citizens right now the children need to feel safe, 
not only at home but at school. Parents should have the peace of mind their children are 
being watched over. As a employee for the State of Oregon we have armed security 
why should the children’s safety be less important than mine?  
 
Shawna Young 
I am emailing in FAVOUR of keeping our resource officers. They are an extremely 
important part of the safety of out schools. Not only do they keep our schools safe, they 
are a vital aspect of support for our kids. Many families and kids in our community have 
said how much of a positive impact they make on our kids on a daily basis with 
supporting and being a good respectful role model to our kids. Not only are they there to 
protect, they have become friends to our kids. Please keep them in our schools!!! 
 
Bonnie Ball 
 Please keep policec presence olin our Dslem/Keizer schools. Please 
 
Karen Adams 
 Dear Salem-Keizer School Board, 
Count me as “OPPOSED to the removal of the police in public schools program.” 
This is exactly the time when we need police in our public schools. When I hear there 
are children afraid of the police, keeping the police officers in the schools allows the 
opportunity to change how those students feel about the police. My children learned to 
appreciate the SROs while learning “Stranger Danger” and “Say No to Drugs” from 
these powerful role models. Pulling police officers out of the schools sends the message 
that the police are bad. We do not want our children to run away FROM police when 
they need help, we want them to run TO police. 
In case of an emergency, an SRO on campus is essential to our children’s safety. 
PLEASE do not defund this program, our children need to know police officers keep us 
safe and secure. 
Thank you for your time. 
  



Stephanie Hull 
 I am a resident of Salem, Oregon and I am appalled by the actions of Paul Kyllo and 
his racist actions of black face. I am even more appalled that no one on the Board 
stopped him but LAUGHED. Specifically Marty Heyen and Jesse Lippold. I demand that 
Paul Kyllo resign from his position and public apologize. CAUSA also has evidence that 
Marty Heyen has ties to white supremacist groups. Because of that she should also 
resign. These people cannot and should not be in positions of power in our Salem-
Keizer Public Schools. I demand that all members of the board condemn these actions 
and apologize for their silence and complacency. 
 
Jesse Garcia 
 Hello, 
 My name is Jesse Garcia and I am a previous alumni from McKay High School. I 
believe that there should be a removal of officers within schools or reduction of their 
presence. Schools should be a safe place where students should be allowed to be kids. 
But the presence of police prevents this from happening. Not only does having the 
police criminalize students at a young age, but they also evoke fear in students, 
especially students of color. People of color have in the past and present been 
brutalized and harassed by police. No need to mention how the police frighten students 
and parents who are not documented. Having police in school increases the likely hood 
of students to be referred to the police. How can you justify having police in our schools 
when they pose a threat to the safety and the future to kids. Worse case seniario,1 the 
police kills a kid. Worse case scenario 2, they arrest the kid, and introduce that kid to 
racist criminal justice system which will hinder there ability to build a bright future. 
Having police in school increases the likely hood of students to be referred to the police. 
Policing is a systemically racist practice and you are putting your students of color at 
risk with there presence. Mckay and North two of the most diverse schools have higher 
rates of being arrested compared to schools of predominately filled with white students 
West and Sprague. Maybe that’s because the only training these officers get for implicit 
bias and restorative justice is only 3-4 hours each year, which is not enough. 
 You claim that having officers in schools to prevents crimes, but you have failed at 
documenting whether that this is even true. You also haven’t even tracked the 
involvement of police in explosions, suspensions, and arrests. Or taken a look on how 
the current system systemically affects POC. Also, you can’t hold police in schools to a 
higher standard when the police out side of these walls are killing back and brown 
bodies. Not only does this create dangerous mistrust that could harm students of color, 
it also ignore the bigger problem which is police reform. If you want to have students 
trust the police then fix it outside of the classroom before you let them in. Do not invest 
anymore in the police, invest in psychologist, behavior specialist, and social workers 
that will help heal troubled students versus putting them behind bars. Don’t feed into the 
prison pipe line with in funneling kids of color behind bars. Also acknowledge that your 
relationship with the police as a white person is different, you may think they’re safe but 
communities of color do not and they have very good reason not to. Listen and make a 
decision that will help all your students not just the white ones. 



 
Lillie Manvel 
Dear Salem-Keizer School Board. 
Thank you for your service to the community and our children. 
But how are we supposed to explain to our children the actions of our school board? 
Black face? Close associations with White supremacists?  
Y'all - this is not representative of our district and it is not leadership. First, you owe us 
an apology. But please don't stop there: Director Kyllo and Chair Heyen should resign 
after accepting and admitting these actions are perpetuating White supremacy in our 
district. It's shameful. 
The next best way to restore community trust is for you to vote to remove police and 
police-style officers from our schools in every budget discussion. It's beyond time that 
we stop allowing schools to criminalize our children in places where they should be 
embraced. 
  
Audrey von Maluski 
 After reading this afternoon’s Salem Reporter summary of Director Blasi’s comments, I 
would like to register my agreement with Blasi’s assessment of the blackface situation 
on the board, the board’s (lack of) response to it, and the ongoing refusal of the board to 
engage in good faith with the issues brought forward by BIPOC students.  
I am stunned that Director Kyllo thought in any way that the mask was appropriate. 
Blackface isn’t some new thing that the kids these days are “cancelling.” It’s been a bad 
thing for a while now. I am much more disappointed that a virtual room full of folks who 
profess to use an equity lens in their decision making on behalf of our students all 
somehow overlooked it. 
Leadership sets the tone. Leadership shouldn’t see the community’s outrage about this 
event as the actions of “haters.” Leadership could have intervened. Leadership could 
have educated Director Kyllo on the spot. Leadership could have taken immediate 
action to ensure that this doesn’t happen ever again.  
It is disappointing that none of this happened. What will you do to fix it? 
P.S. Being gay isn’t a “lifestyle.”   
  
Hollie Oakes-Miller 
Hello my name is Hollie Oakes-Miller and my partner Gary Miller and I have lived in 
Salem since 2004. We demand that the School Board listen to the voices of our 
community and begin to create more equitable schools for our Black and Brown youth.  
We support Latinos Unidos Siempre and other local community organizers and activists 
in their demands that the board completely divest from police in Salem-Keizer schools 
and invest those funds in resources that better support Black and Brown students. 
I participated in both of City Councilor Jackie Leung’s roundtable discussions on SROs 
and as a result we are even more concerned with the presence of police in our schools. 
It is unacceptable that students, who are minor children, are being questioned by police 
without their parents or an attorney present. Minor children cannot legally give consent. 
During yesterday’s discussion Lt. Debbie Aguilar, who oversees the SRO program, 
could not provide data to support the often stated “SROs make schools safer” claim. 
The best she had to offer was “she believes that they do make schools safer” which is 
completely unacceptable. She also did not even know how that would be assessed. As 



a trained scientist I can say that this claim is a hypothesis and therefore can be tested. 
Claims like this need to be backed by data otherwise they are merely opinions with no 
basis in fact. Lt. Aguilar and Deputy Chief George Burke also did not satisfactorily 
address the fact that a relatively high percentage of Black and Brown students are 
arrested even though they are very small populations in our school district. They also 
did not adequately address why more arrests happen at schools with higher 
percentages of Black and Brown students. We came away even more convinced that 
the SRO program needs to end immediately. The funds that support this program would 
be better spent on supporting kids as outlined by LUS and other community 
organizations in a letter sent to the school board that was co-signed by over 1500 
community members including us. 
We are also outraged that School Board member Paul Kyllo wore a Black face mask at 
an official school board meeting while other board members just laughed and no one on 
the board called out this racist behavior, including board chair Marty Heyen. We support 
the call for the resignation of Paul Kyllo, Marty Heyen, and any school board members 
who are known or found to be aligned with white supremacist groups or who openly 
spout white supremacist viewpoints.  
  
Jordan Ohrt 
 Hello, I know that there is a lot going on in our country currently, but I am writing to ask 
you as the school board to please not make a rash, knee jerk reaction decision like 
removing the resource officer for the schools. A time like this might be a good time to 
reevaluate the position and make sure it is working in its intended capacity, but please 
take in all the information and make the best decision for our schools and students and 
not just what is popular.  
 
Mary Anne Schaap 
 Please do not remove police from schools. They are needed to keep our students safe 
and set positive examples of law enforcement. I want to know that my children are safe 
when attending school and taking away law enforcement presence will not help 
students and parents, it will allow for things to go unchecked. 
 
Kiera White 
Hello Salem Keizer School Board Members, my name is Kiera White and I am a Junior 
at Sprague High School. There have been many opinions going around regarding SROs 
and the appropriateness of their positions in the schools, I’m here to say that they 
belong in schools. There are many students that go through problems daily, whether it 
be conflicts with students or an uneasy home life, and often times they don’t feel 
comfortable going to talk to their counselor because that makes kids feel like they are 
somebody who needs help and isn’t strong enough to handle things on their own. These 
SROs deal with many of these problems and know what kids are going through, they 
check up on students whenever they see them and try to form trusting relationships. It’s 
very important that kids are able to learn to trust police officers from a young age, and 
the positive influence from these SROs is an amazing opportunity for that. SROs also 
have training to be able to handle hostile situations in a correct way, a way that protects 
everyone including the person being hostile, whether it be a student, teacher, or 



intruder. I truly believe that having SROs in schools is a positive experience and can 
only benefit the students of our district. Thank you for taking the time to read this and I 
hope you will see that SROs are beneficial not harmful. 
  
 
Jesse Hayes 
 SKPS board members and Superintendent Perry, 
  
My name is Jesse Hayes. I own Archive Coffee & Bar and am a downtown Salem 
resident. 
Regarding Action Item 3a. I am writing you to urge you to rethink your relationship with 
the Salem Police Department. I urge you to move towards ending the School Resource 
Officer program with the Salem PD. 
  
In my personal experience, the experience of many of my friends attending Salem 
public schools, SROs have been problematic for students. It sends the message that 
students are criminals in need of patrolling. It unequally targets students of color and 
students with mental illnesses. 
Let me tell you a story from a relative of mine who used to work in a Salem DLC 
classroom. My relative (a small, older woman) was caring for her student with autism. 
She needed help getting her student back into his wheelchair, so she asked one of the 
SROs for help. He came, placed the kid back into the wheelchair, and then started 
demonstrating on that kid how to restrain him. Understandably, the student did not take 
this well. And my relative was furious – using police-style, overly aggressive holds on a 
kid who was scared and confused. 
And this is only one story, and not even close to the most inappropriate, that I continue 
to hear from students, friends, and faculty. 
 
Police have no place in our schools. We can figure out better ways to ensure safety. 
Better ways to give our kids dignity. And better ways to ensure all our students are 
given a chance to succeed. I urge you to move towards ending the SRO program and 
invest that money into after-school programs, minority community outreach, and social 
work. 
  
Patti  Tischer  
 I am writing to request the Salem/Keizer School district maintain the current level of 
School Resource officers at our schools. During this volatile time in our community I feel 
the Officers are especially important to show & bring Unity to our Children. My child has 
personally benefited from the presence of a Resource Officer on campus during his time 
at Whiteaker Middle School. The presence of SRO's are a necessary asset to the 
school district and the safety and well being of our Children. 
 
Riley Haragan 
Shame on all of you for spending more time talking about wanting to have testimony 
and including all the community while allowing a small portion of the testimony, only 
those who called and video(!) representing a slanted position, and then completely 



ignoring your own commitment in the meeting to read even a small portion of the 
emailed comments.  
I get the logistical issue of reading comments for 7+ hours, but you violated your own 
commitment in the meeting to read at least some of the emailed comments. Granted, 
there’s still 20 minutes left, but the way things are going, it’s not going to happen.  
Very disappointed... 
 
Angela Haragan 
 I am so disheartened and upset that you allowed all of the video testimonies and phone 
call testimonies and did not leave ANY time for the written email testimonies regarding 
SRO’s. This is absolutely unacceptable! You owe it to the community to let every voice 
be heard. We must be heard, not just the vocal few like we did tonight. 
 
Julisa Rodriguez 
Subject: School board mtg 6/23/20 
My name is Julisa Rodriguez and I am a product of Salem Keizer public schools since 
kindergarten . I left Oregon to get a college education so I could have professors that 
reflected my culture and who looked like me, something SKSD failed to do in all of my 
13 years as a student in the district . I have since returned to SKSD as an educator so 
that my students could get an experience I never had . 
This email is in regard to the meeting that happened tonight 6/23/20. There are a few 
things I want to mention. 
1) Many of the board members as well as the superintendent “apologized “ for their 
silence and laughter at a racist act done by their fellow board member in March YET in 
this same exact meeting they continued to stay silent on disrespectful behavior . When 
Marty and Paul were getting called out about their behaviors and documented racist 
ties, they were shrugging at the comments, they were rolling their eyes. Marty 
specifically made comments towards callers after they hung up , defending herself 
without letting the callers have a rebuttal. This is very much behavior shown by the 
president when he talks over members of the press , getting defensive and does not 
allow them to ask him questions. These actions show no remorse for their actions. 
Marty and Paul engaged in the acts above and NOT ONE member called them out . In 
the SAME MEETING when you all apologized for not speaking up , you FAILED to do 
so AGAIN. This is EXACTLY what communities are talking about when they talk about 
silence . You were silent again . 
2) Many board members said they they could not be racist or have racist ties because 
they have family members that are Black or other people of color. Just an FYI that is a 
racist’s favorite line . You can very much have loved ones who are non white and still be 
racist. There are COUNTLESS stories where white mothers call their children who are 
half Black , the Nword. There are also POC themselves who choose to ignore the 
systematic racism that country love to engage in. Additionally , Jesse you have 
acknowledged you are a white passing Native which means you have white privilege. 
White passing minorities can still be racist and do racist acts. 
3) Every person on the board is an adult with a fully mature brain . Which means you 
can find resources for yourself such as the books recommended by the superintendent 
to start your work on becoming anti racist . Unless you are going to PAY communities of 



color to educate you on the racism  that has been going on for 500+ years . Do not ask 
for the free labor of the communities of color your community has oppressed . PAY US. 
Do not expect this education to coddle your feelings either. 
4) every comment in favor for SROs could be solved by other positions that are funded 
by the school district. 
 One caller said SROs help with special needs kids behaviors . Having SMALLER 
classroom sizes , having counselors and counseling for the families at home to help 
with those behaviors will help , SROs are not a long term or short term solution. 
 The two health teachers talked about SROs talking to students about internet safety 
and drugs and alcohol. The district needs to hire drug and alcohol counselors for our 
students anyways, we can not expect our current counselors to be a catch all for all the 
needs of students . With internet safety , I am unaware that SROs get sufficient training 
on internet safety let alone how TEACH youth about anything outside of a punitive 
justice system. 
To close , I call for the resignation of Paul and Marty. Their  time that  would be freed 
up, would be better spent learning how to be anti-racist rather than in school board 
meetings. 
 I would like a response from each of you . I plan to be at the next school board meeting 
to restate everything I just said and to report whether or not you responded to this email. 
  
Rochelle Farris 
 Dear School Board Members, 
I previously submitted a statement supporting SRO'S in our SKSD schools. I listed two 
important things to consider: 
1. If SRO's stay in schools the importance of having officers represent the diversity of 
our students to build relationships with students to give them a positive experience with 
law enforcement. 
2. The concern - in a world of school shootings - should we really remove officers who 
would be the first line of defense if the unthinkable happened?  
Both idealistic, legitimate perspectives to keep status quo coming from a privileged 
perspective. I spoke without asking hard questions. The fact that SRO's make me as a 
parent and staff member feel safer, ignores the feelings my students and my children's 
friends who are black or brown feel on a daily basis.  
I, like many others, am in a process of listening, learning, growing and I stand 
committed to see systemic racism rooted out of our community. Sometimes our white 
perspective gets in the way because we truly don't understand. We are all going to 
make mistakes in this process. I already have. 
While, on a personal and professional level, I truly appreciate McNary's SRO and I feel 
he has been a positive member of our Celt family. This is my perspective.  
At this time, I must defer to my co-workers and students of color as our community 
moves to make changes in our district. Please listen to them. For those of us who are 
white, we won't always get it...we'll make mistakes... But we need to do what the 
generations before us have not... Listen and act. Even if that's uncomfortable. 
  
Kendra Barkes 
Mom and teacher 



I am an elementary teacher in this district and also have 2 students attending.  
I am very concerned about student safety being negatively impacted if Sro s are 
removed.  
I also feel this is students best chance  To have positive interactions with the police 
while in grade school and middle school and high school. I believe there are concerns 
and lack of trust and misunderstanding especially with the people of color in our 
community.  
 I would love to see a school district and the police department work together to have 
solutions where it is part of the police officers job description in the schools to interact 
more with students in ways that is building positive relationships and education and 
support and were students feel their voices can be heard.  
Please do not remove them from our schools altogether as I believe this will only 
increase the divide. 
  
Beth Tinseth 
As a parent of three Salem-Keizer students and a teacher of Salem Keizer Public 
schools, I urge you to keep the safety resource officers in place in the schools. Not only 
for the students and staff safety, But for the officers to have a good rapport with 
students. Otherwise students grow up to fear the police officers instead of building 
relationship with them. I work students from many ethnic backgrounds that grow up 
fearing police officers, because some of them see what goes on in the news and fear 
immigration deportation. But they need to know that not all police officers are racist and 
that the majority of police officers really do want to help and serve the public in their 
best interest. I do try to have a police officer or fire fighter visit my first grade classroom 
every year and I always ask if they could send somebody that speaks Spanish or of an 
ethnic background so my students can see different kind of community workers and 
jobs they could have in the future that use two languages. 
Please consider this for our children. 
 
Suzie Heringer 
School board members, 
Please do not cut SRO’s from schools. If they help stop one tragedy, they’re worth it. If 
they save one life, they’re worth it. If they make one student feel safer, they’re worth it. If 
they can help one student who is a victim of bullying, they’re worth it. If they help one 
student who lives in an abusive home, they’re worth it. I believe they do this and so 
much more. When I told my son there was talk about cutting SRO’s from schools, his 
immediate response was, “I won’t feel as safe”.  My son will be a senior, physically he is 
a full grown man, he is varsity athlete, has been a class officer, a leadership student, 
well liked by his peers and teachers, and has a supportive family. If he feels like he will 
be less safe at school, I can only imagine what other students would feel. Thank you 
reading my email, and I hope that the school board does not cut SRO’s. 
  
Sherman Ober 
Schools desperately need resource officers.  They are such a soft target that they need 
more officers, not less. 



If more harm comes to children because of the lack of resource officers we will hold 
accountable, those voting to remove the officers. 
The officers are NOT the problem. 
Please defend our children. 
  
Jan Nelson  
I am writing to address action item A, the budget. 
 It is important to me that the children in Salem and Keizer are safe in school, and I 
believe that means removing armed police officers from their schools.  
 There are better ways to spend the money that is now spent for police presence. More 
counselors, psychologists, and other behavior specialists are desperately needed. 
Please end your contract with local law enforcement.  
Salem-Keizer School District should look critically at the role it plays in the racial 
injustices plaguing our community. Keeping students safe should not include 
traumatizing them, as is the case for too many students interacting with police officers, 
especially students of color. 
 Thank you,  
  
Dustin and Hillary Lund 
As parents we are greatly concerned for our children going into public schools this fall. If 
masks, drastic social distancing, or any other requirements that are out of the ordinary 
are mandatory for our children at school, we will be pulling out of public schools all 
together. We feel these types of changes will effect our children in a negative way, and 
in a way which will effect them for the rest of their life. If the virus has proven not to 
effect children and such a small percentage of people all together, these changes 
should not be implemented in the school system. We understand safety is the number 
one goal, but wearing masks and not interacting closely with other students and 
teachers is not safe for our children either. Classes such as music, physical education, 
and library etc are essential for the growth of our children. Please consider the very 
negative effects these drastic changes will have on our children emotionally and 
physically! Thanks for your time! 
  
 
Keith Olson 
Salem school board, I have three children in the Salem school district two in junior high 
and one in high school. I know there is pressure to remove resource officers from our 
schools but I believe this will compromise the safety of my children. 
If they are removed my children will no longer go to public school period. I pray you 
make a decision based on facts and not political pressure. 
 
Ashley Livingston  
To whom it may concern, 
I just wanted to make sure the school board knows that if the presence of Salem 
police/school resource officers is cut or reduced from Salem/Keizer school district, I will 
be unenrolling my two children and placing them in private school or home schooling. 
Thankfully, I have that option. 



I know MANY other parents who feel the same way. They just aren’t the loud minority 
who attend your school board meetings. School shootings have been down with the 
greater presence of police officers in schools in the last couple years and I would like it 
to stay that way.  Can we please do what is best for the greater good and educate our 
children on respect and teach them that interactions with the police, teachers or people 
in authority are not negative interactions but healthy/good/positive and can teach 
everyone that we can work on all of our issues together! 
Can we put together a group of parents who can talk about and come up with ideas on 
how we can work together with law enforcement to develop a working relationship with 
students, staff, and our community rather than this knee jerk reaction to pull them from 
our schools. I understand that there are people who don’t want them in our school, but 
how does that solve ANYTHING? We appease the few who do not like the police and 
put every single child at risk by doing so. Let’s talk about it and come up with a plan 
together. This is not the answer! I will pull my kids and will be a loud voice for having 
others unenroll their children as well. 
Please contact me with any questions. Thank you 
  
Colton Bond 
Good Afternoon, I would like to ask two questions about Resolution No. 201920-8. I 
know these budgets are a balancing act, and certainly the pandemic has caused 
economic hardships, but as a voter and tax payer I need to know where we stand so 
that I can advocate for you. 
1. Does this budget represent a "full" funding of educational services across K-12, or will 
you need to cut certain services (music, art, field trips, etc)? 
2. What level of funding is actually needed to provide the level of service that you aspire 
to achieve? 
Thanks for your time. Best Wishes 
  
Genie Guisinger 
Hello. My name is Genie Guisinger. I am a mom of 4 children under the age of 11, grew 
up in Keizer and my husband and I own businesses in keizer as well. 
I OPPOSE the removal of Safety Resource Officers 
from our children's schools. 
A Safety Resource Officer is a great resource for the administration, staff, teachers 
and children of the school due to the relationships the officer has created 
within the school. That relationship helps the children know that police are 
here to protect and serve the community, it helps bridge a gap that may be 
happening between a family that is involved with the justice system due to 
safety/legal situations and the school. I know that my children know multiple 
officers in Salem and Keizer. My children have relationships with quiet a few 
police officers in the community and they know that they are a safe person to 
go to NO MATTER WHAT. 
By removing them from our schools, many children 
will lose an adult they look up to to feel and know they are safe. This is not 
just with elementary school children, but all children in K-12 grades. The 
children who are bullied by other children, the girls who are abused by their 



boyfriends, the cliches that are targeted for not being like everyone else and 
the list goes on.  
How many more child abuse cases undetected, rapes, 
fights, vandelism in the schools, sucides, drugs sold in & consumed on 
school grounds will come because of this positive and important asset is 
removed from our CHILDRENS schools. How many?!?  
Who will take the responsibility when our 
children's lives are more at risk or are at risk because the government has 
removed the bridge to connect the schools to the protectors and servers of our 
community? 
I request that you vote to keep our children safe, by continuing to have the important 
asset and relationship in place with our Safety Resource Officers and Police 
Department .. 
  
Nathan Martin 
To whom it may concern, I just wanted to make sure the school board knows that if the 
presence of Salem police/school resource officers is cut or reduced from Salem/Keizer 
school district, I will be unenrolling my IEP Daughter from Sprague HS. 
Thankfully, I have that option. I am sure the Oregon Connections Academy would be 
happy to enroll another IEP student. 
 
Tim O'Donnell  
I know MANY other parents who feel the same way. They just aren’t the loud minority 
who attend your school board meetings. 
School shootings have been down with the greater presence of police officers in 
schools in the last couple years and I would like it to stay that way. Thank you 
I am writing as a citizen, not as an employee of the Marion County DA's office, and all 
opinions expressed herein - while certainly influenced by my work - are my own and do 
not reflect the opinions or positions of the Marion County DA's office, the elected DA, or 
otherwise anyone other than myself as a private citizen.   
That being said, I am writing to express my support for retaining School Resource 
Officers (SRO's). 
In a tumultuous time of race relations in the very real backdrop of centuries of 
institutional racism, it's easy to look at other districts in other states, or even Portland 
Public Schools, and think immediately that their approach must be the approach we 
take as well to address the very real issue of institutional racism. While on some issues 
it may be of benefit to learn from others approaches, it would be a tragic loss in the 
Salem Keizer school districts as a response to SRO's.  
SRO's serve a valuable role in our schools. They serve as a frontline asset to connect 
all students, including students of color, with local police agencies in a positive manner, 
building relationships with students that will carry-on beyond school, fostering a sense 
of community between students turned citizens and police agencies. It is invaluable to 
have opportunities for all students to have such connections to better bridge the gap 
between police agencies and the communities they serve. Police officers should not be 
only someone you see when things go wrong, but someone you have a relationship with 
as an institution as well as with individuals. SRO's help form that connection.  



On that note, what I see SRO's doing in schools is far more than what most people may 
understand. They serve as an extremely important outlet for students to report physical 
and sexual abuse. I have known MANY SRO's who were the ones that students were 
comfortable to make these reports to; reports that would not otherwise likely have been 
made. Furthermore, SRO's work in various partner groups such as the Student Threat 
Assessment Team and Sexual Incident Response Committee, actively helping to keep 
kids out of the delinquency court system by working with those community partners on 
alternative resolutions. SRO's spend as much time, if not more, trying to prevent 
students from entering the delinquency system than they do trying to funnel them in.  
This is all an aside to the general safety efforts they provide to assist school staff who 
aren't trained or equipped to get directly involved in physical altercations. Hiring private 
security would not bandaid this loss.  
Nevertheless, that safety component is hardly the primary factor one ought to consider 
in whether to retain SRO's. As noted above, their community presence is more about 
fostering connections and prevention than it is anything to do with a fast track to the 
prison pipeline or intimidation of students. With additional training and learning 
opportunities for officers, and more guided and focused programming connecting them 
with students, police agencies and schools can work towards furthering police agencies 
as part of the communities they serve by teaching both youth and officers how to 
interact.   
I feel we would be surrendering a powerful community resource to acquiesce to a "one 
size fits all" approach of removing ALL SRO's. While that certainly is appropriate in 
many communities, I strongly believe it would not help the Salem/Keizer community 
repair institutional racism - rather it would further "us vs. them" the situation by taking 
away a group that has done so much to bridge those gaps in our community. Thank you 
for your time and considerations. 
 
Marissa Braafladt  
To whom it may concern, I know you all have a tough decision ahead of you are are 
feeling pressure from both sides to make the ‘right decision’  
I would urge you to think of the long term effect of removing SROs. They provide 
valuable resources to schools. They provide a partnership to help support the success 
and safety of students within Salem Keizer Public Schools.  
They also give students an opportunity to make personal connections with law 
enforcement. If we as a nation want valuable and productive change we need to keep 
public contact with law enforcement. Open communication, and starting young teach 
kids the law enforcement is there to protect and serve.  
By removing them the district will create a barrier and further the division.  
I work in the district and I am worried about the long term effects of removing SROs 
from schools, not only for the immediate safety and resource they provide but the long 
term effects on the relationship between students, who will grow to become adults, and 
law enforcement. 
I have seen first hand the change in how students view their SROs and law 
enforcement as a whole when they have the opportunity to connect and share positive 
experiences.  



We want to negate the negative experience and we can do that by building safe spaces 
for students and law enforcement to engage and have positive experiences all while 
building trust and respect. Thank you 
  
Casity Troutt 
Educational Professionals, It has been brought to my attention that all security 
measures protecting our children while in the care of Salem-Keizer School District are 
being threatened. Is this accurate? Is there a vote taking place to eliminate all resource 
officers, security, behavior teams, and even cameras? If this is true how do you expect 
to protect our children while they are in your care? 
My family has had firsthand experience with a school threat. Just last year our oldest 
son found, what was believed to be, a firearm in a backpack on his campus. Being a 
responsible young man who has had proper training in handling firearms, my son was 
able to safely alert the correct staff members to the firearm. Police were dispatched and 
thankfully, after investigation, it was determined that it was not in fact an operating 
firearm, but a very convincing movie style replica. What if it had been a real gun? What 
if a child who was not properly trained in the safe use of firearms were the one to have 
found it and hurt themselves or someone else? Who will protect our children if there is 
an immediate threat? 
We live in a day and age where children do not always behave as children should. 
According to one article (https://www.westword.com/news/school-shootings-list-in-
twenty-years-since-columbine-240-and-counting-11314828) there have been at least 
240 school shooting in the 20 years since the tragic Columbine High School Shooting of 
April 20, 1999. Who will protect our children if, God forbid, they should ever have an 
incident such as an active shooter at one of their schools? And you can not say this is 
an irrational fear because our schools perform “lock down” drills on a regular basis so 
the threat is recognized.   
Mass school shootings are not the only area of concern when eliminating all effective 
security measures from our schools. We also need to consider gang activity in our 
schools, fights among students, drug use and distribution, abuse from teachers and 
staff, behavioral issues, truancy of students, the list goes on and on with issues our 
Safety Resource Officers help resolve. Not to mention how important it is in these trying 
times to help bridge the gap between our students and law enforcement officers. When 
kids see an officer everyday they not only feel safer while at school, but also learn that 
officers are there to protect them and not cause harm.  
I hope the Salem-Keizer School District will put the student’s wellbeing and safety 
ahead of the anti-police rhetoric that is being spewed across our nation. 
If there are effective alternate security measures being presented to take the place of 
current security measures that are at risk of being cut, I am more than willing to take 
them into consideration; however, any loss of security to our children’s safety and well 
being will not be acceptable.   
A very concerned parent, 
 
David Turner 
Dear Salem School Board Members: The school board is considering eliminating some 
or all School Resource Officers in the wake of events in Minneapolis. I urge the Board to 



retain these positions and the value they add to the school environment.I have worked 
with school districts for years and have personally observed the services and support 
provided by school resource officers in various schools throughout Oregon. Officers are 
a positive element and resource for students, staff members and administrators. 
 The school environment has changed drastically in the past four decades. Students 
today face issues in schools never contemplated by their parents/grandparents 
including gangs; illegal drugs, weapons and other contraband; sex abuse and assault; 
bullying (especially by social media); emergencies and mental health crises. 
 School resource officers are just as their name describes: resources. They help staff 
and administrators work through complicated issues including child abuse and on-site 
searches and seizures. They serve as official and unofficial "student greeters" and 
encourage/support appropriate student behaviors in the school environment. They help 
calm and de-escalate in tense situations. They serve as monitors and, when necessary, 
intervenors when school visitors exhibit inappropriate, suspicious or threatening 
behavior. They help young children understand the role of police officers in schools and 
in society. They listen and provide positive guidance to students especially when other 
avenues have failed or are otherwise unavailable. 
 School resource officers are a valuable component of a safe school environment, and I 
urge the Board to retain them. Thank you for your time. Sincerely, 
  
Liz Lollar 
I'm the parent of two USPS students.  In the Fall of 2016, my Autistic 12 year old was 
threatening suicide on a weekly basis after being assaulted and dreadfully bulled by his 
peers on campus.  Parents of kids who have been assaulted on school property really 
are the only ones who should help decide "Should SRO's be removed from our schools 
campus?". It's easy to have a strong opinion when it's not directly affected you.  
This fall both of my kids will be at McNary.   
What about the riot that happened there last year?  
What about the kids that have been caught on campus with weapons? 
What about the weapons nobody knows about? 
What about the assaults that have happened against students?  against teachers? 
What would have happened if officers were not on campus? 
What situations would have been worse without them there? 
What about the untold/unknown fights, assaults, shootings, tragedies that did NOT 
happen just because of the presence of our officers?  
Our teachers are already overworked within the 4 walls of their classroom.  Do you 
really intend to have them take on the added role covered by an SRO?  Let's not forget 
too, that every SRO knows these kids, connects with them, reaches out when they 
know the kids need it, and even when they don't. 
The real crime here is that kids are being taught to fear and hate all police, and it needs 
to stop.  The suggestion to remove SROs from campus only encourages the hate and 
mistrust. Salem/Keizer Public Schools would do well to better affiliate/partner with local 
police departments, and make an effort to end the narrative that all police should be 
feared.  Encourage families to volunteer in their communities, with Salem or Keizer 
Police Depts, or participate in BLAST Camp - a FREE camp put on by Keizer Police 
Dept to "Bring Law And Students Together/BLAST"; it's literally in the name.  They 



always need volunteers.You think you're "in it for the kids"?  Educate them properly.  Be 
the change. 
 
Katherine Terenzi 
Salem-Keizer School Board Members,  
201 people have signed a petition on Action Network telling you to Police Free Schools 
in Salem-Keizer School District .  
Here is the petition they signed:  
I am outraged by the video of School Board member, Paul Kyllo, wearing a Black face 
mask for more than an hour and a half during an official school board meeting. I support 
the community's call for the resignation of Paul Kyllo. In addition, all of the other school 
district personnel, including all of the other school board members who allowed this to 
happen, must issue a public statement of apology.  
This video surfaced just a week and a half after approximately 70 people testified 
against police in schools. The school board must end its disregard for Black and Brown 
lives and immediately vote to end all of its contracts and policies that support the racist 
system of policing in our schools.  
I support young people's demands for police-free schools in the Salem-Keizer school 
district. The Salem-Keizer School District must immediately remove police from schools. 
The district must terminate and and all contracts with the Salem Police Department, 
Keizer Police Department, and Marion County Sheriff's office that place police in or 
around schools. The district must immediately invest those and other necessary funds 
into the supports and resources young people need to thrive, including:  
- Culturally responsive in-school counseling services  
- Hiring more staff and educators of color  
- Ethnic studies programs for middle school and high schools  
- Arts and music education in predominantly Black and Brown schools  
- Culturally responsive after school activities  
- Culturally responsive services for students with behavioral and physical disabilities  
- Creating programs and partnerships with community-led organizations led by Black, 
Indigenous, an people of color  
- Culturally responsive mentoring and tutoring programs for predominately Black and 
Brown schools  
- Expansion of college prep programs for predominantly Black and Brown schools  
- Restorative justice models and systems within our schools  
You must act now by:  
1. Removing police from schools  
2. School Board Member, Paul Kyllo, to resign from his position  
3. Removing any school board members aligned with white supremacy beliefs/groups  
4. All the other school board officials issuing a clear apology and indicate their stance 
on white supremacy 
You can view each petition signer and the comments they left you in the attached PDF.  
Thank you,  
  
Kyana Hughes 
 Hello, My name is Kyana and I am a Deputy District Attorney here in Marion County. I 



would like to submit a video for tomorrows school board meeting. Here is the link to the 
video. Please let me know if this link does not work.  
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OAi06Gj7Z0xaou-xNa0ZneZ-0vjOx7o9 
Thank you! 
 
Matt Mahoney 
As a father to 6 children in the Salem Keizer School District, I am opposed to the idea of 
removing the SROs from buildings. I believe that they provide an extra layer of security 
as well as a resource for staff. SROs are also able to have positive interactions with 
students throughout the day, building trust between students and police.  
 
Kerry Moyer 
Good evening, First and foremost want to say thank you to all the teachers who tried to 
make online learning a positive experience for our children. 
As a parent and a mental health clinician in the community, I believe it’s important to 
express some concerns I have about our upcoming school year. 
My child is a middle schooler, and the only kiddo living at home at this time, which 
means school and activities become a huge part of his social world. This is true for 
many adolescents who expressed isolation during this pandemic. 
Many students not only seek time with their peers, but support, and perhaps even a 
sense of safety. I worry about the long term consequences of distance learning. 
For my son, online schooling did not provide the structure, routine, or an academic 
challenge. When you start telling kids things are optional, then the tendency to become 
disinterested is greater "#$%. 
As a household with 2 working parents, it’s tough to stay on top of things. Home is 
supposed to be the place you go after a long day of work/school. When home becomes 
the academic setting, it changes not only the parental role, but the environment also. 
I have certainly become appreciative of the hard work and effort teachers go through!! 
I’m hopeful there will be options for families who want in school settings, or the ability to 
hire tutors, student teachers etc to assist our kids if we desire to keep their brains 
engaged. 
Thank you for your time, 
  
Riley Haragan 
As a parent of 3 children in 3 different schools in Salem Keizer School District, as it 
pertains to resolution No. 201920-8, I do not support the removal of SROs. Having 
participated in listening sessions for the City Council, I believe the problem is poorly 
defined, and many in the vocal minority are poorly informed. Either way, the net benefit 
of the SRO program does not outweigh the negatives, especially since there are 
opportunities for improvement. Do not throw the baby out with the bathwater. Define 
and prove the problem, address problematic officers, policies, procedures, and training, 
and make improvements to the program. Our kids are not an experiment or political 
pawns, and they need to be protected at school.  
To have a more diverse representation in the police force that truly reflects the diversity 
of the population they are protecting, it is imperative that kids have a positive impression 
of police as partners in the community in order to potentially garner an interest in that 



career path, instead of seeing cops as just something that only equals bad things. That 
better representation will in turn result in better understanding of the community and the 
intrinsic needs and issues the police can better address. To remove the police will 
further drive a wedge between underserved and underrepresented communities. This is 
an opportunity to make some effective change with long lasting impacts. Don't do the 
easy thing to satisfy a few loud people. Keep the SROs in Salem Keizer Schools. 
Sincerely, 
  
Regan Donofrio 
Hello. I think SRO’s are extremely important to have in our schools. They offer a level of 
protection that no other professional could replace. It would be devastating to pull these 
officers out and be in a horrific situation with no protection. The relationships they 
develop with the staff as well as the kids helps when kids do in fact get in trouble. The 
SRO’s are familiar with the kids and are careful even if they do commit a crime and are 
arrested. They are valuable when situations get out of hand with fights or other 
situations. But just having REO’s in the school keeps most kids out of trouble. Our kids 
go to school to learn not to worry about their safety. I hope you will continue to provide 
our children with SRO’s in an effort to keep them safe. Thank you. 
  
 
Charles Wynns 
Public Comment/June 23, 2020 Salem-Keizer School Board Meeting 
Addressing Action Item Budget Appropriations/SRO funding  
My name is Charles Wynns. I live in south Salem, and from December 2019 to March 
13, I worked as a substitute instructional assistant 2. I’ve worked at all SKSD high 
schools, as well as Parrish, Claggett Creek, and Crossler Middle Schools. A lot of these 
assignments were for an extended period. 
 There’s no polite way to put it, but the Salem-Keizer School District is rife with 
institutional racist tendencies. Consider; I am frequently asked, when I’m signing in to 
an assignment at a new school, “where did you work last?” If I had just finished an 
assignment at McKay, or maybe North High School, even Parrish Middle School, I 
would get the response, “Oh, tough place, how was it?” As if I was returning from the 
Front! Where does this come from? 
 The truth is, I found all the schools to be about the same. I like MacKay, and met some 
really neat kids, and staff, and other staff that were maybe not so neat. But the kids 
were always nice, whether Black, Brown, White or Indigenous. Some were more willing 
than others to be open about what they’re thinking, some more reticent considering the 
context, but overwhelmingly nice and respectful of me as a human being. And this goes 
for every school I worked in; they’re filled with kids, not criminals, or even some 
criminals.  
 And it’s true in the schools as it is in the world: If you treat someone with respect, they’ll 
very likely reciprocate. 
 So, I want to talk about SROs.  SROs look a lot like prison guards in the schools. They 
patrol with a wary eye, and they seem to focus a lot more on Indigenous and Black 
students. SROs tend not to mix with either students or staff; they treat everyone with a 
certain reserve and suspicion. And, they’re armed with billy clubs, tasers and guns. 



Further, when SROs escalate a situation with a kid, the kid is almost invariably an 
Indigenous or Black student, with the kid leaving the school arrested and in hand-cuffs.  
 The Salem-Keizer School Board needs to take responsibility for relying on use of force, 
coercion, and threat, rather than addressing the educational needs of its Black, Brown 
and Indigenous students. The School Board also needs to take responsibility for the 
over-all climate of oppression it has created in the pursuit of control, which is always to 
the detriment of education.   
 An armed and uniformed presence in each school creates an oppressive climate for all. 
In relation to Black, Brown and Indigenous students, SROs represent much more; they 
are a direct and very personal threat that’s present every day. This is not equal 
education!  
 
Molly Sorensen 
To Whom It May Concern: My name is Molly Sorensen, an employee of Salem-Keizer 
and a parent of children (7) in Salem Keizer since 1991. 
I feel very strongly that our School Resource Officers should stay as they are in our 
community. 
Their presence creates a positive relationship with our youth.  Relationships are what 
help our communities.   
I believe we can have a conversation on how to be better and look for areas that might 
need improvement, but I definitely do not believe we need to have a knee jerk reaction 
and remove a program that is working. 
Not only do they create a positive relationship with our students - but these individuals 
are instrumental in helping keep our buildings safe. 
We as a nation have a huge school shooting problem and other security issues and 
their expertise is vital in helping to keep our students safe from these threats. 
As an employee and a parent, I feel very strongly our School Resource Officers must 
stay. 
Again, if we feel we need to have a conversation on how to improve, I can live with this, 
but removing our officers - this is not okay. Sincerely, Molly Sorensen 
  
Grecia Gomez  
Hello members of the board, 
My name is Grecia Gomez and I have been a student at the Salem Keizer district since 
2014. I have attended Kalapuya elementary school, Walker Middle School, West Salem 
HS and Mckay HS which in each school I have been a targeted minority. Most of my 
discrimintion incidents have included a School Resource Officer. My most terrifying and 
recent experience with policing at my school was during the Fall. It was football season, 
and I wanted to go show support to my school and be with my friends. As I started 
approaching the gate to get in school I watched as a group of tall men looked towards 
me, I was feeling uncomfortable but I ignored them. Once I was about to pay to get in 
the stadium I was pulled to the side by three SROs. I was being asked multiple 
questions at once such as: “Where are you coming from?” “What are your intentions 
tonight?” “Do you plan on committing a crime?”. I was very confused and scared, my 
anxiety was being triggered by these officers. Tears started streaming down my face 
while I stared straight down to my shoes. I tried to answer all their questions since I was 



not looking for any trouble. I then asked what had I done wrong, they said someone had 
called the police on me for acting “suspicious”. I then explained to them that I have not, 
that I just had come walking from my house to watch the game. The sun was starting to 
come down and I was still outside of the stadium being questioned. After a while of 
being interrogated, I was told that I must leave the campus. I understood what they said 
and was on my way back home, they then grabbed me by the shoulder and told me I 
must leave from the backside of Mckay. I asked them why should I leave from the back, 
I politely told these officers that I came from the front side sense I live towards that way. 
They then started to yell at me once again, that if I step another foot forward that I will 
be arrested. As I heard the word “arrested” echo around me, I had stopped. I knew that I 
did not want to get arrested that night and that I did not want my mother to be told that I 
had been arrested that night. So I walked back home from the back side of Mckay, as I 
walked away I could hear the officers laugh at me and saying “you saw how she cried”. 
They found the whole situation funny, while I had found it traumatizing. Walking back 
home wasn't as splendid either, it was very dark and felt unsafe as each car went by. I 
was afraid that I would be kidnapped that night and end up in a ditch. I could not believe 
that the officers we think of as “heros” had treated me that way and not think twice 
about making a small girl walk at night in an unsafe area. From that day on, I have not 
felt safe at my school. Discrimition towards people of color doesn't stop when you walk 
in those doors. It continues. This should not be a way to treat a student, this is the 
wrong approach. Our district should no longer be funding policing in schools. Not only 
are they damaging students mentally and making them feel like criminals when they 
have not done anything wrong, they are contributing to the school to prison pipeline. 
Policing in our schools does not solve any problem but instead create more. These 
officers have no intentions in helping students, but just to discipline them and scar them. 
Our schools are supposed to be a safe environment for every student, where we can 
get a good education not a youth detention center. We demand that the funds that go to 
policing be reallocated to fund more counselors, college 
  
Abbey Nelson 
If schools operate on a hybrid model next year with some face to face, some distance 
learning, what are these families going to do about childcare? Better yet, have you 
discussed the reality that you’ll have more kids going to multiple different child care 
centers up to three days a week ALL OVER TOWN? These kids will be sharing germs 
(the big bad covid!) with kids from other schools. Then they’ll take germs from ALL 
OVER TOWN back to their schools!!!! You’re actually creating a bigger COVID WEB by 
not keeping children together in their own schools all the time. 
Just let them go to school. No distance learning. No hybrid model. No distance learning 
unless they want to. Let the ones who are scared stay home. LET US CHOOSE! LET 
KIDS BE KIDS. NO NEW NORMAL.Thank you, 
  
Stephanie Lindsay  
Board members, 
I want to thank you for your service to our district and our students especially during this 
new and difficult time. I understand you have several vital and large decisions at hand 
with looking ahead to the next school year. As I enter my 15th year with SKSD, I am 



sure it will look very different than it ever has before but, I am confident that you all have 
students safety and academic growth in mind. 
I am writing this letter in light of recent events and calls to remove SRO’s and behavior 
staff from schools across our nation. I have had the opportunity to teach in 3 elementary 
schools in our district. At each one, the resource officers have been admired and well 
liked by all students. I have had requests by students multiple times to have them come 
visit our classrooms. Their presence and support have been helpful many times. 
Especially during the 5 years I taught at Richmond Elementary. In 2016, I had a 
particular student, living in a very unstable home situation (as many are) who would not 
have made it in to school most days had our resource officer and counselor not stopped 
by to pick them up. These two were heroes for that six year old. 
Currently I teach at Liberty Elementary. We have a team of 2.5 behavior staff. This team 
is essential for our school day. Students find safety and calmness when they are able to 
confide in this team. They have hard conversations and are able to help de-escalate an 
upset child so that teachers can continue to care for the needs of the 30 or so other 
children in our care. They meet with us and help us make a plans to better 
accommodate students and ensure success for each one.  I would ask that as a district 
we would keep these important members as a part of our team. Thank you! 
 
Jordan Ohrt  
Hello, I know there is a lot going on around the country right now, but I would caution 
you to please not make knee jerk reaction decisions like outright removing resources 
officers at schools. If you need to look at the position and make sure it is doing what it 
was intended to do, that is great. But please take in all of the information, ask questions 
and do what is best for the community, not what is popular, especially when it comes to 
the safety of our children. Thank you 
 
Charissa Franklin 
Salem Keizer Board Members, I am heartbroken to think that we are even considering 
taking SROs out of school buildings. We are a community and our goal is to keep our 
community safe. Police officers make a commitment to keep our community safe. Sure 
there are always a few bad apples but that doesn’t mean we should disrespect the rest 
of them. Have you ever been in one of our high schools or middle schools and 
witnessed an SRO interact with a student. They make them feel safe, they make them 
feel like they have someone they can talk to. I have a son who got into some legal 
trouble in middle school, guess who became his best friend the SRO at the school. 
They aren’t there to make anyone feel threatened and if kids feel that way then maybe 
they should spend a day with a police officer. 
My heart breaks watching what is going on in the world today. We are all one human 
race and should all be in this together. I beg you please to consider the good in our love 
law enforcement they deserve that respect and they deserve to know that we still care 
about them. 
 
Josie Alexander 
Please notice that the loud minority have no facts but only go off of raw emotions . 
Schools NEED resource officers . These amazing men & women build bridges b/n 



troubled teens & minorities . Look at the people insane people who are illogically 
protesting against police & SRO . They are all cut from the same cloth ....they believe 
lies & want to fundamentally tear down our great American Society! 
 
Melissa Marks 
Hello my name is Melissa Marks. I live in Salem and my daughter will be starting 
kindergarten at Englewood this fall. I writing to express my horror and disgust at the 
racist behavior of board member Paul Kyllo and all the Salem-Keizer School Board 
members who gave him the thumbs up and laughs for wearing a Black Face mask at a 
meeting. This type of racist behavior is categorically and wholly unacceptable for a 
public school board member. I cannot trust that board members who behave in overtly 
racist ways and have ties to white supremacist groups can make unbiased decisions to 
create and ensure an equitable learning environment for all students. I would like to add 
my voice to those demanding that:  
1.        Police are removed from all Salem Keizer Public Schools 
2.        School Board Member Paul Kyllo resign from his position  
3.        School Board Chair Marty Heyen resign from her position 
4.        Any other School Board members with white supremacy beliefs or ties to white 
supremacist groups are removed from the Board 
5.        All other School Board officials issue a clear apology and indicate their stance on 
white supremacy  
 
Brian White 
 I personally believe that the SRO at our high school, and other schools are huge 
assets.  In fact, I feel we need more protections and resources at our schools.  Our 
SRO has always been nice & respectful to myself and my children.  Since the school 
district policies are that there are not to be any concealed weapons held by staff on 
campus, and only 1 SRO, all of our schools are soft targets already.  Removing the 
SRO would make our schools softer and would further compromise our children's safety 
from outside threats.  
I was able to hear a conversation with a school administrator and it was interesting to 
understand how many situations the resource officers handle with students every day.  I 
expect all of the board members are doing their homework and receiving good 
information from school administrators and staff as well as the community, as this 
particular individual explained how well the SRO handles volatile situations.  It was 
explained how much he de-escalates potential issues because he understands the 
culture within the school; as he knows many of the students.  It is unfortunate that so 
many issues are within our schools that should be handled at home, but that apparently 
is where we are at with our culture.  As parents are failing in many areas, the blame is 
being put on the schools, staff and resources to babysit and raise our children.  This is 
not right but if resource officers are to be removed from the schools, then I would love to 
hear what tangible substitutions will be instituted to guarantee that we are not making 
the school environments less safe.  Not only do the resource officers deter threats from 
the outside, but it is evident that they handle so many issues from the inside as they are 
trained to do; although they are not perfect and will probably make mistakes.  Anyone 



who confronts a volatile person needs to have the adequate training and proper 
protection devices. 
I do not agree to defund the police or remove any protections from our schools.  I 
believe that people who want to remove these resources do not have the wisdom to 
understand the unattended consequences of removing or handicapping such 
protections.  You as board members have the duty to protect our children and I urge 
you to do everything that you can do to accomplish that.   Removing these protections 
could be detrimental to our children and our community.  What we need to do is invest 
further in the protections of our children.  There will always be people who want to harm 
innocent children and reconfiguring resources to social programs will not fix the evil 
intentions that people have.  The SROs at our schools are a deterrent for such crimes.  
A social worker will only get run over by disrespectful students, and when police are 
called, children will be charged as it may be too late to work through the issues with 
them. 
I think that if people believe that the schools should fill every fear gap, then they are not 
living in reality.  There will always be fears and threats, but the school can do what is 
possible to minimize those with the funds and resources they are allocated.  
Unfortunately there will always be people who do not value every person, their beliefs 
and their decisions.  Resource Officers are there to help stop those injustices at our 
schools.  I am sure the school board is able to install additional policies to help.  It would 
also be a great start if people would practice forgiveness and work to build relationships 
and reconcile communities.     
As long as people are put together, there will always be conflict, but is this the job of the 
schools to handle all of these conflicts?  Administration and staff are there to teach and 
instruct our students, not to be their parents.  I send my kids to school to be taught the 
best and accurate education available, not for them to be molded into respectful and 
mature individuals with good character.  That is my job. 
May God protect our schools. 
Thank you for your service, 
  
Chris Hogue 
Hello my name is Chris Hogue. I live in Salem and my daughter will be attending first 
grade at McKinley this fall. I writing to express my horror and disgust at the racist 
behavior of board member Paul Kyllo and all the Salem-Keizer School Board members 
who gave him the thumbs up and laughs for wearing a Black Face mask at a meeting. 
This type of racist behavior is categorically and wholly unacceptable for a public school 
board member. I cannot trust that board members who behave in overtly racist ways 
and have ties to white supremacist groups can make unbiased decisions to create and 
ensure an equitable learning environment for all students. I would like to add my voice 
to those demanding that:  
1.        Police are removed from all Salem Keizer Public Schools 
2.        School Board Member Paul Kyllo resign from his position  
3.        School Board Chair Marty Heyen resign from her position 
4.        Any other School Board members with white supremacy beliefs or ties to white 
supremacist groups are removed from the Board 



5.        All other School Board officials issue a clear apology and indicate their stance on 
white supremacy 
 
Nichole Tarter  
To Whom This May Concern; 
This is ridiculous! These are quick political moves that are going to backfire! These are 
NOT well thought out decisions. Our resource officers are very important, in so many 
ways, to the children and staff of our schools. They are certainly not creating a 
threatening presence to our kids by being there, that's just ridiculous! If you talk with 
kids one on one about resource officers, without the pressure of their peers around, 
they will tell you, they feel safer having an officer at their school and so do I! Are you 
going to start arming your staff? How are you going to handle a school shooting or 
threat? I think everyone is really taking officers for granted right now and need to wake 
up! We do not live in a peaceful and non-violent world, so to take our officers out of 
schools is putting our children and staff in potential danger. Officers aren't trained to do 
their jobs and they aren't trained to do the officers jobs, that's why we have resource 
officers to begin with. These officers know these kids, talk with them and add a lot to 
these schools that teachers and counselors can not. We live in a violent world and that 
is not going to go away because you take resource officers out of schools, it's a horrible 
idea and it will backfire if this gets approved! I hope this fails and I hope people pay 
close attention to those we elect and their personal agendas! We need leaders, not 
sheep! This is all going way too far and makes absolutely no sense!  
 
Vicente Olivas fermin JR  
Hello my name is Vicente Olivas fermin JR, i've been in the salem keizer school district 
for 11 years you all probably heard my other testimonies, i'm here again I want to make 
it clear, that your privilege is overcoming our voices ,you claim your not racist but your 
actions speak otherwise. Paul Kyloo and Marty. Paul kyloo must resign,  because 
blackface is not excusable. He must resign.  In the last 5 days Marty Heyen school 
board president has shown that she is a white supremacist. The word white supremacist 
is a fancy word for rascist,kkk, nazi. White people will be quick to say there is a 
difference in these words but as a person of color I say white people don't get to decide 
what is racist! Yall have been terrible at that. Slavery , jim crow and  Marty Heyen these 
are all under the same umbrella of hatred. This isnt conterveral its facts.  Having cops at 
school destroys  P.O.C Communities white supremiscist know this very well! Marty 
Heyen knows this very well! That is why she has blocked and used her influence to 
block anything  that helps POC students! My community knows that she has incredible 
influence on DR. Satay MD, Jesse Lipolod And Kathy Goss. We will be vigilant of any 
racists action they may want to take on POC Students. Students will not attend class till 
the school is cleaned from hatred.  
 
Katja Meyer 
SKPS parent 
Hello, My name is Katja Meyer, and I live in Salem. My children attend McKinley 
Elementary School in the SKPS. First, I am shocked and disgusted by the racist 
behavior of board member Paul Kyllo, and the apparent support of other board 



members when they chuckled in response to his choice of wearing a Black face mask. 
How can I believe that board members who behave in overtly racist ways and have ties 
to white supremacist groups can make unbiased decisions to create and ensure an 
equitable learning environment for all students?  
Second, I have seen firsthand the myriad ways in which racism and bias play out within 
our public schools, from microaggressions to discipline. While changing the behavior 
and attitudes of school staff is challenging to quickly remedy, the issue of police in the 
schools is easy and straightforward to address. Students are not able to learn in a safe 
environment when police officers are present in our schools. I urge you to remove police 
from SKPS and reallocate that funding to school nurses, social workers, and 
counselors.  
I support demands for the following measures that show families that Black Lives Matter 
in the SKPS: 
1. Police are removed from all Salem Keizer Public Schools 
2. School Board Member Paul Kyllo resign from his position  
3. School Board Chair Marty Heyen resign from her position 
4. Any other School Board members with white supremacy beliefs or ties to white 
supremacist groups are removed from the Board 
5. All other School Board officials issue a clear apology and indicate their stance on 
white supremacy 
 
D Howden 
Dear Superintendent Christy Perry and Salem Keizer School Board Members, 
My name is D and I am a concerned resident of Ward 1, Zone 7 in Salem, commenting 
on Action Item 3a.  
I grew up in Dallas, OR and have lived in Salem for over ten years.  Many of my family 
members, siblings and friends are educators in your school district.  I am an aunt and 
adopted aunt to many children in your school system.  I am writing in today because I 
care about their emotional and physical well-being, as well as the well-being of all the 
children and youth in our community.  I am writing in support of removing SRO’s from 
schools and instead adding in better supports for educators.   
It is my desire that all of these children I love so dearly and all the youth and children 
around them would be surrounded by adults that understand their humanity.  The 
families in our community are facing extreme circumstances, from domestic violence to 
houselessness to poverty to systemic racism and more.  These are all interconnected.   
Teachers have been asking for smaller class sizes and more counselors and support 
staff to address these issues that are at the root of student behavioral concerns.  There 
needs to be more non-violent support people for educators who understand that the 
brains of our youth and children are in development, in development while dealing with 
these complex circumstances.  We have watched in the last four months as adults have 
fallen apart and struggled under the complex circumstances of a pandemic, 
unemployment and systemic racism.  How can we hold children and youth with real 
hurts and struggles to a higher standard of behavior than we do adults, even ourselves?  
They need an opportunity to learn and grow and understand their humanity without the 
fear and threat of criminalization.   



This fear, this lack of safety in a space that should be focused on growth and learning, 
disproportionately affects our BIPOC students.  How can we expect them to thrive and 
grow under surveillance and threat?  Whether you agree with the reality of that threat or 
not, there is significant trauma around the police for BIPOC.  So the presence of police 
is extremely likely to trigger a trauma response, putting these students into a fight or 
flight response, that may end up leading to incidents that they are then punished for.  
Our schools should be an environment the surrounds students with support and care.   
You have a responsibility to ALL your students.  If you have students and parents 
calling in, writing in, about how they do not feel safe with police in the schools, you have 
a responsibility to find an alternative option to be able to support your teachers.  If any 
student feels unsafe, this should matter.  I hear so much language about the “split” in 
public feelings on this.  Those not directly impacted by the negative effects of SRO’s will 
not see the issue here.  Your responsibility is to actually listen to the voices of those 
directly harmed and those who see the harm in the students and families they care 
about it.  You shouldn’t need a majority opinion on this to care that ANY student walks 
through the halls of Salem Keizer Schools feeling unsafe.   
Thank you for reading my response and the voices of those throughout the community.  
I urge you please to actually listen and care about what is being shared here and work 
towards a better immediate solution to remove SRO’s and offer educators and students 
better supports.  I recognize none of these are easy shifts and will take work and 
intentional thought. What better time than now when our school formatting is already 
under such shifts with the COVID pandemic?  Everything is shifting and we have an 
opportunity to imagine a different way.  We will all be watching and hoping to see you all 
rise to our community’s call for change.   
Thank you for your consideration of my perspective, 
 
George Katsinis Jr. 
PLEASE DO NOT CUT  funding for School Resource Officers within S-K Schools. 
If the cuts happen, it will be a terribly short-sighted mistake. This action would 
jeopardize the execution of the most important functions of a school board: keeping our 
children safe, and development of a positive learning environment.  My prayer is that 
your decision will assist in fulfilling your primary functions.  PLEASE FUND SRO's.  
SRO's were put in place to improve perceptions and relationships within the community 
and keep our kids safe.  These functions have never been more important than they are 
today. 
 
Kelsey Miller 
Members of the Board: My name is Kelsey Miller, I am a Salem community member, 
voter, and one of your educators here in the Salem Keizer School District. I am writing 
today to ask you to carefully consider the voices of our students and community 
members of color on the matter of the 2020-2021 budget with consideration of funding 
Student Resource Officers. 
To date, the Salem Keizer School District Board has yet to make any public statement 
regarding the support for the current racial justice movement and Black Lives Matter. 
There has yet to be public Board recognition of the systemic racism embedded in our 



district and the racial disparities and inequities it presents to our Black and brown 
students in Salem-Keizer. 
On top of this, there have been recent accounts of multiple Board members participating 
in acts which are harmful to our communities of color. These realizations have been 
EXTREMELY concerning to me not only as a teacher, but as an involved voter in our 
community. I am trusting YOU, my elected Board members, to not only make decisions 
that directly impact the future of the children in our school district, but also my own 
career and day to day life as a teacher. 
In your own Board Member Code of Conduct you state: 
"The board and its members will act with integrity, committing themselves to ethical, 
businesslike, and lawful conduct, including proper use of authority and appropriate 
decorum when acting as board members. Board members must have loyalty to the 
stakeholders and the people of Marion and Polk counties and not be conflicted by 
loyalties to staff, other organizations, or any personal interest as a parent or guardian of 
a student." 
I am writing and asking that Director Kyllo and Chairperson Heyen both make the 
necessary decision to resign their positions effective immediately due to a direct and 
clear violation of this commitment to integrity and appropriate decorum as board 
members. I also ask the Board to collectively apologize publicly for these actions taken 
as well as ask for a public declaration by the Board to recognize the systemic racism 
that exists within Salem Keizer School District, a denouncement of racism as a whole, 
and a commitment to authentically dismantle the systems of white supremacy that exist 
within our district. Part of beginning to dismantle these racist systems include 
terminating the contract for our School Resource Officers and reallocating those funds 
to services and curriculum to support our underrepresented students in Salem Keizer. It 
is time to listen to the underrepresented and oppressed voices in our district and 
community and make the changes necessary to abolish our problematic structures. 
Thank you for your time 
 
Angelique Prater  
Hello, My testimony for tonight's school board meeting is longer than the allotted 
character count in the Google Form.  
Here is the actual version of my testimony.  
Paul Kyllo and Marty Heyen need to resign from the Salem-Keizer school board. School 
resource officers need to be defunded.  
First Moon Venecia  
Hello, my name is First Moon Venecia and I am a recent graduate from McKay High 
School. I am writing this personal testimony in regard to the removal of police from 
schools. I have had few interactions with the SRO on campus, but when I did they were 
meaningless outdated conversations that merely took time away from my learning. 
      I had to discuss personal family information about my situation weeks after it had 
already been dealt with in court, yet when I could have used his assistance years prior 
there was never a concern. I have also had schools report suspicions thus resulting in 
an SRO at my house having a conversation with my parents prior to talking to me which 
made the altercation, and following days worse as far as parental abuse. To say the 
least an SRO has not been beneficial to myself nor many other students in my 



community and removing them from campus would allow funding towards other 
positions that should be on campus. 
      Throughout high school it is evident that students at mckay heavily rely on their 
relationships with teachers in which they confide in. Others such as councilors and 
behavior specialists are often busy with other logistical tasks such as adjusting 
schedules for students, attending meetings, or filling out paper work which limits their 
availability. With extra funds we would be able to have mentors, and or councilors 
specifically for those with behavioral issues and or mental health concerns as students 
struggle with numerous stressors during high school, especially as students of color. 
      It was no surprise that the data regarding arrests were much higher at McKay and 
North as a majority of students in the NE Salem area are people of color, and in 
poverty. It is no coincidence, and we should be doing everything we can to support 
students and give them every opportunity to succeed. What we should not be doing is 
arresting them by any means. SRO’s do not belong on campus and there are many 
other ways to ensure positive role models to look up to within our schools that won’t be 
arresting our students. Arresting students does not provide any help, but understanding, 
reaching out, and offering support to the students in Salem Keizer will be beyond 
beneficial. 
 

Monica Pomares  
Hello, My name is Monica Pomares. I'm from South Salem, in the Sumpter area. 
I want to ask the school board to end their contracts with law enforcement.Thank you! 
 

Jack McAllister 
I believe it would be a mistake to remove funding to the SRO program in Salem Keizer. I 
am a Crossler Middle School Sprague High School alumni and I have looked up to the 
school resource officers for my whole education career. The officers made me want to 
be a better student as well as a better citizen. 
 
Nate Carter 
Hello.  I live in Salem and my child will attend first grade at McKinley Elementary in the 
fall.  I would like to add my voice to those demanding: 
The removal of police from Salem-Keizer Public Schools 
The resignation of Paul Kyllo 
The resignation of Marty Heyen 
The removal of any other board members who endorse white supremacy or affiliate with 
white supremacists in any way 
An apology from the remaining board members and a clear statement of their position 
on white supremacy  
 
Karen Reyes  
My name is Karen reyes I am 25 years old and I have a little brother that has been 
affected by policing and put in the school to prison pipeline his name is Tony Villaneda, 
when he was in kindergarten he was suspended and expelled for the first time because 
he brought a nail filer to school. This happened at Highland elementary. This was a 



cruel punishment that was backed by racism and ignorance because the administrator 
was a person of Color. Racism because the policies are systematically racist. He was 
put in the juvenile system afterwards and I was confused why did a five year old get 
expelled from highland elementary school later when he went back to school he was a 
target because teachers knew that he got expelled and I notice every time he came 
home he wouldn't talk to me it seemed like something was bothering him. When he 
started middle school it got worse my little brother is changing because of the system 
that isn't helping him. He got referrals like if it was candy on halloween, teachers and 
administrators didn't know or care to know that he was using hard drugs where was the 
counseling that my brother needed the only thing they did was build up his school 
punishment record. I know that if he was white he would have won the heart of that 
principle in highland and he would have received help. My brother should never have 
gone through so much pain. Unfortunately This is reality for students of color. They don't 
win the hearts of teachers or administrators. No one searches for the root of their pain! 
They just get referred to SROS. they get introduced to the school to prison pipeline. 
Please undo Marty Heyens hatred and remove sros.  
 

Scott Rick 
Hello, This comment is for the June 23 school board meeting.   
Scott Rick, Salem 
Topic: SROs in schools 
     I’m not suggesting that SRO’s are racist, but the fact that police unions and 
associations support the re-election of Donald Trump forces us to wonder how they can 
be anti-racist when they support a racist, white supremacist president.  
We’ve never had a school shooting in Salem schools, but we do have students 
committing suicide every year. School counselors and psychologists are in a better 
position than police officers to keep these children alive.  
In order to address the school to prison pipeline we need to address the root causes of 
student behavioral problems, and that has not traditionally been the role of the SRO.  
In addition to hiring counselors instead of SROs, some districts have chosen to commit 
resources to restorative justice programs and the offering of ethnic studies classes.  
In spite of being the most multicultural school district in the state, it has been years 
since any ethnic studies classes have been offered in Salem-Keizer schools.  
Nationwide, the vast majority, if not all districts of our size offer ethnic studies classes. 
In Portland, for example, every high school offers several ethnic studies classes such as 
African American history, Latino Literature, Chicano Culture, etc…. 
In Salem Kiezer, the majority of of our students and families are of color, but the district 
has ignored their requests to be able to learn about the history and culture of their 
people.  
Why does our district refuse to offer ethnic studies classes? If using the equity lens 
when designing curriculum, would it not be incumbent upon the district to offer such 
classes?  
Research indicates incontrovertibly that ethnic studies classes have a powerful impact 
on reducing the school to prison pipeline.   
This is not a time for platitudes; the overwhelmingly white leadership in our district has 
an obligation to make substantive changes and respond to the wishes of our community 



leaders of color. End the SRO program and allow students to learn about their history 
and culture. Thank you.    
 
 

Sandra Hernandez 
RE: Public Testimony for June 23rd, 2020 
To: Salem Keizer School Board Members,  
I support Director Blasi’s call to School Board Chair Marty Heyen to resign from her 
position in the school board. I also call for the resignation of Director Paul Kyllo. And I 
continue to support students’ request to remove SROs from our schools, by voting to 
move the budget used to fund SROs into the budget that supports the education of 
Black and Brown students.  
We have gathered a total of 3,000 signatures that support the removal of SROs in our 
schools and the resignation of Paul Kyllo as well as ANY member tied to white 
supremacy in our school board.  
Heyen and Kyllo do not deserve the opportunity to continue ignoring student voices. We 
now know of the white supremacist ties Marty Heyen has. I was notified that her 
husband, Jeff Heyen publicly admitted to be part of the Three Percenters, a white 
nationalist organization that has been tied to terrorist attacks against Muslim 
communities. 
Heyen has openly opposed our calls for racial equity in our school district, over and over 
again. She has given her personal opinions about immigration, which are extremely 
xenophobic. I would like to remind you that over 40 percent of our students of color in 
the school district are immigrants.  
For the last three years, I have been attending school board meetings, after school 
board meetings, to plead that you listen to our Black and Brown students.  
We now know the reasons that we have been ignored. Our school board is made up of 
white supremacists, and people who are silent when they see racism occur.  
Director Satya Chandragiri, Director Danielle Bethel and Director Jesse Lippold, I hope 
you stand with Director Blasi and call on your co-directors to resign and make the 
equitable decision to move the budget used to fund SRO’s to the education budget that 
specifically supports Black and Brown students. As we have asked in our public letter 
submitted on June 6th.  
Below are our public letters supported by many community organizations and 
individuals.  
 
 

Pat Donenfeld 
Salem resident 
I am so dismayed that such an insensitive thing occurred as did when a white school 
board member used the mask of a black man at a board meeting and NO ONE 
questioned or objected to this! What an embarrassing incident at such a pivotal time in 
our community. The lack of leadership in not even questioning this is astounding. 
You have lost the trust of many in our community. 
 



 

Kelly Williams Brown  
My name is Kelly Williams Brown, and I'm a resident of NE Salem; thank you for 
accepting my comment. I was shocked and horrified to watch the video of Member Kyllo 
attending a meeting in blackface. 
It should go without saying that a man who has a direct hand in the lives of all students 
in Salem-Keizer should never use a mask of a black man to denote criminality (as he 
did in his point about the possibility of voting fraud).  
This shows an absurd amount of ignorance, insensitivity and just plain terrible 
judgement. Furthermore, it broadcasts loud and clear that SKSD students of color — 
and Member Kyllo represents a great, great deal of them in his district — do not have 
someone with an iota of insight into their experiences.  
I urge Paul Kyllo to step down, to avoid bringing further shame to Salem.  
 
 

Roberto Garces Mendez  
My name is Roberto Garces Mendez, a 2020 graduate from South Salem High School. 
For over three years, my fellow peers have given personal testimonies regarding the 
trauma and negative interactions with SROs in our public schools. For over those same 
three years, the school board has ignored our statements and has failed consistently to 
listen to the community. 
But now, the conditions have changed. All eyes are on you all now, and now is the time 
for change. That change is removing all forms of policing from the Salem-Keizer public 
schools. For far too long, low-income students of color have suffered from the negative 
impacts of systemic policing and the school-to-prison pipeline. For far too long, your 
inaction to truly implement equitable change has caused immense damage to students 
that can only be corrected by profound change. I have heard and seen myself firsthand 
the effects of policing of BIPOC in public schools. Black and Brown students taken out 
of classes and placed in detention and suspended based on racial profiling and 
systemic discrimination. SROs, behavioral specialists, and security guards all have 
bias against low-income students of color, and you cannot deny the statistics nor the 
testimonies  
that support these claims. Worst of all, you evade accountability and act as if the issue 
isn’t present, and hide behind “anti-racism” training and the “equity lens”. 
Where were these tools during the March 30th 2020 School Board meeting, when Paul 
Kyllo openly used blackface throughout the entire meeting? All of the members of the 
meeting failed to hold Paul Kyllo accountable in his racist actions, and all of the 
members themselves found the action amusing. Is the trauma of living with Black skin in 
a white supremacist society amusing to you all? Is it as funny as members as Jesse 
Lippold claimed in their Facebook posts? Or what about members like Satya 
Chandragiri, who laughed and clapped at the racist performance? 
Christy Perry, who claimed to fight for communities and students of color at the 2019 
Equity Summit, yet smirked and laughed when Paul Kyllo did blackface? 
These actions are inexcusable nor are they tolerable any longer. All the Salem-Keizer 
School Board members must be held accountable for their failure to actively combat 



racism within themselves and the systems of power in our district. I stand with Sheronne 
Blasi in demanding that Marty Heyen resign from her current position on the School 
Board. 
There is no longer any excuse to avoid the people. If you do ignore us, then I commit to 
organizing youth in my community to suspend all school attendance until Marty Heyen 
and Paul Kyllo resign from their positions on the Salem-Keizer School Board. I am 
committed to organizing youth in my community to suspend all school attendance until 
SROs and other forms of policing are removed from Salem-Keizer public schools. 
 
 

Raquel Marquez  
Hello, Members of the Board,  
My name is Raquel Marquez and I had shared my testimony on the June 9th School 
Board Meeting. The impact of policing has been something that impacts many people at 
the schools that I have attended. I had shared about the encounter that my brother had 
recently had with policing at the last school board meeting and all of the members were 
not listening and I could see that you all had no interest in the stories that we have 
shared. The fact that it is more accessible for a student at McKay to get arrested than to 
see a counselor for personal needs is alarming. In high school, I saw a lack of 
resources such as not having access to practice rooms for our music program. Instead 
of feeling safe I would often get kicked out of the building and be forced to wait out in 
the dark for my parents to pick me up. Police intimidate students rather than providing 
assistance. And Marty Heyen in the little that she said in the last school board meeting 
was that students are “friends with SRO’s” I can say that this is not what I have seen as 
a student in the district.    
Since the last board meeting, a video of school board member Paul Kyllo has surfaced 
and demonstrated the board member’s racist actions. You should all be ashamed of 
yourselves, for your reaction was to be amused by this behavior. How are students of 
color supposed to feel safe when our school board members behave this way? I am 
demanding that we end the contract with SRO’s and invest in more counselors and 
programs that will help students of color. In addition, I call for the resignation of school 
board members Paul Kyllo and Marty Heyen. They are not fit to be board members and 
represent students in the Salem-Keizer District especially students of color. Start 
listening to students of color and stop criminalizing us. SRO’s should not be in our 
schools. We are tired of being dismissed by the school board and we demand that the 
district end its contract with SRO’s and call for the resignation of Paul Kyllo and Marty 
Heyen.  
 
 

Marysia Koos  
Hello, My name is Marysia Koos. I live in Salem, and I am a rising senior at McKay High 
School. I am addressing action item 3.a. I am requesting that all School Resource 
Officers (SROs) be removed from Salem Keizer schools. They do nothing to make 
students feel safe; if anything, they make us feel uncomfortable and intimidated. The 



money being used to keep them in our schools could be much better used to develop 
and fund programs that would support us and create a positive school environment. 
Additionally, I demand that School Board Member Paul Kyllo resign from his position in 
the wake of his blatantly racist behavior in a recent School Board meeting. Hiding 
behind a Black mask for the duration of the meeting is both unacceptable and incredibly 
offensive. I also demand that any other School Board members aligned with White 
supremacy beliefs or groups be removed from the Board immediately. The School 
Board exists to serve our interests as students, something Paul Kyllo is clearly not 
doing. His behavior is a slap in the face and shows no respect whatsoever for Black 
students. It is unacceptable. He must be removed from the Board, and all other School 
Board members must apologize for their failure to stand up to this racism. Thank you. 
 
 

Bryan Jacobs 
Hello, My name is Bryan William Jacobs and I'm a resident of NE Salem. I would like to 
comment on the atrocious behavior of Paul Kyllo and the entire SKSB on March 30, 
2020. 
Similar to many other residents of Salem, I was shocked and horrified to watch the 
video where Member Kyllo attended a meeting in blackface. It should go without saying 
that a man who has a direct hand in the educational experience of all students in 
Salem-Keizer should never use a mask of a black man to denote criminality (as he did 
in his point about the possibility of voting fraud). I was further outraged when all other 
members, including a member of color, snickered and failed to do anything productive in 
order to mitigate this obviously racist gesture for HOURS. 
This shows an absurd amount of ignorance, insensitivity and just plain terrible 
judgement. Moreover, in this time of great social, racial, and economic disparities, this 
shows how truly tone deaf you all are in your elected positions. 
You are a shame to me. You are a shame to our community. You do not represent me 
and you do not reflect the community writ large. You are all a disgrace and I know that 
many members in the community will work endlessly to make sure NONE you never get 
re-elected. 
 
 

Katherine Terenzi  
Salem-Keizer School Board Members, 1904 people have signed a petition on Action 
Network telling you to Police Free Schools in Salem-Keizer School District .  
Here is the petition they signed:  
I am outraged by the video of School Board member, Paul Kyllo, wearing a Black face 
mask for more than an hour and a half during an official school board meeting. I support 
the community's call for the resignation of Paul Kyllo. In addition, all of the other school 
district personnel, including all of the other school board members who allowed this to 
happen, must issue a public statement of apology.  
This video surfaced just a week and a half after approximately 70 people testified 
against police in schools. The school board must end its disregard for Black and Brown 



lives and immediately vote to end all of its contracts and policies that support the racist 
system of policing in our schools.  
I support young people's demands for police-free schools in the Salem-Keizer school 
district. The Salem-Keizer School District must immediately remove police from schools. 
The district must terminate and and all contracts with the Salem Police Department, 
Keizer Police Department, and Marion County Sheriff's office that place police in or 
around schools. The district must immediately invest those and other necessary funds 
into the supports and resources young people need to thrive, including:  
- Culturally responsive in-school counseling services  
- Hiring more staff and educators of color  
- Ethnic studies programs for middle school and high schools  
- Arts and music education in predominantly Black and Brown schools  
- Culturally responsive after school activities  
- Culturally responsive services for students with behavioral and physical disabilities  
- Creating programs and partnerships with community-led organizations led by Black, 
Indigenous, an people of color  
- Culturally responsive mentoring and tutoring programs for predominately Black and 
Brown schools  
- Expansion of college prep programs for predominantly Black and Brown schools  
- Restorative justice models and systems within our schools  
You must act now by:  
1. Removing police from schools  
2. School Board Member, Paul Kyllo, to resign from his position  
3. Removing any school board members aligned with white supremacy beliefs/groups  
4. All the other school board officials issuing a clear apology and indicate their stance 
on white supremacy. You can view each petition signer and the comments they left you 
in the attached PDF.  
 
 
Jessica Davidson 
To Salem-Keizer School District, SB Chair Heyen and SB Members: It has come to my 
attention that School Resource Officers are on the radar, and whether or not they 
should be in our schools.I'm emailing you today in support of keeping our School 
Resource Officers in our schools. They are there to serve and protect and help educate 
our children. Having their influence in our schools while children are growing and 
learning, help them to build healthy relationships with them and other community 
officers. 
Please don't remove them from our schools or cut any funding for them. I currently have 
two students in elementary school in our district and I pray these Officers are there 
when my children attend middle and high-school. I can't protect my children while 
they're at school. These officers are our first responders! Thank you. 
 
 

Erika Martinez 
Dear Superintendent Perry and Salem-Keizer Board Members,  



Thank you for taking the time to listen to my voice. I watched and listened to the board 
meeting earlier this month regarding removing SRO’s from the schools and I am 
immensely proud of these students for stepping up and giving their opinion on this 
subject, I know it’s hard to speak on their experiences.  

I am a Latina and a single mom of 5 kids, 3 of whom have graduated from McNary High 
School and one who is currently attending West Salem High. In all my years of having 
children in the Salem-Keizer School District my kids have not ever been racially profiled 
by staff, admin or SRO’s. As a matter of fact, any interaction with SRO’s have been 
nothing but positive. I have seen Officer Zavala positively interact with kids at McNary 
and school functions.  

As a parent, and an active member in the community I feel very strongly about keeping 
SRO’s in our schools. The service they provide to all students is irreplaceable. Do I feel 
that there could be better relationship building between our youth and SRO’s? YES!! I 
feel very strongly that if we had more active community members in building these 
relationships and helping our youth find their strengths so that they can reach any goal 
they set for themselves would lead to less disciplinary issues.  

This movement to have SRO’s removed will only cause more damage. What will 
happen when a student becomes violent? Will admin and staff have to undergo training 
to deal with those situations or will they have to wait until police arrive? There must be 
other solutions besides just demanding to remove SRO’s. There is always room for 
improvement, and I am more than happy to participate in the conversation for 
improvement.  

Thank you for time and I hope that you when you vote, you vote for all the students. 

 

 

 

 


